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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
V.M. Hjor Ku Xoans has contributed to the dictionary with 444 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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&#40;hebreo&#41;
Hebrew: Sanskrit term which refers to the person of stature average between 1. 50 and 2 meters, and that according to
the Scriptures, is a direct descendant of the Adam Aryan, although their genotype seems adulterated to other giant
ancestral exogenous genera, according to in Genesis 6: 1-4.  Official language of some countries in the Middle East.

abba
ABBA: the spirit, the Sun dreams. Sanskrit version of the name of God, with which the primitive and Christian Gnostics
worshipped the abstract Sun, resplendent in their dreamy experiences. According to the Scriptures - ABBA, father! -
transmitted by Moses, the brilliant Idea of the law that the RA of the Egyptians, could not be depicted or explained more
of a Sanskrit version, to be unanimously interpreted and unveiled with doxology among the neophytes of the esoteric
field Aaronic - exodus 20: 7.; Grace ( 41 free design; that comes through Jesus Christ - Mc 14: 36; Ro 8: 12-16; GL 4:
6.-allows the Christian to make cemita through understanding of Gen. 28: 10-17, when already clear-headed and sober
in her dreamlike experience, can see God to die, but to have life as the only begotten son, by adoption in the order of
Melchizedek, which is the genealogy of Sem son of Noe; -Jn 1: 17-18.

abecedario
Alphabet = a-b-c-d... = arrangement of the letters of a language, based on a system of Aryan of Phoenician origin, which
established a succession of ordinal ranks as the digits, where the value of a few characters, can be equal to the sum of
other smaller values, acquired with the degree of development speaker to be represented with the fingers. Example: a,
is the first vowel; (b), is the first consonant. Then the b with a?! BA; and is her second vocal. Then... the b with e?! be. ...
One plus two? equal to three, over another? the four. In that same order of ideas, ask the child:-what is your name?
-baby! -How many years you have? ->  ( shows the fingers ).

aborigen
Aboriginal: animal or plant typical of the region in which it lives, considered to be pure in its genus and species.
Aboriginal man is indigenous but not indigenous, inasmuch as it does not have genetic traits of other ethnic groups; the
indigenous presents signs of promiscuity among whites, black and Mongoloid, such is the case of the man in the
pre-Columbian type, making him the new continent was confused with the India, where the complexion offers a pigment
called melanin, which gives a dark hue to the skin.

aborigen - etimologia de la palabra
Aboriginal: from ab = separated, natural. -: originally pure, primitive, outdated, wild. Primitive person of complexion and
with some retrograde culture, in which supposed to be descendant of Abba, one among the Hebrews 40 God; race 41
Aria; ARIO supposed has its clean Genes as Adam.

absurdo
Absurd: ABS = with and Urdem = TISSUE: tangled, it makes no sense, no clear meaning or explanation. adj. contrary to
reason. m. said or done repugnant to reason, contrary to common sense; crazy meaning that does not preserve the best
sense of the significance. Tangle; tissue or paragon of bloated words. Paraphasia, lacking adefesio ortología and
without the knowledge of the lexicon.

abundancia
abundance: too much, many, relatively much. Proportion between two magnitudes physical or quantum [rich and poor],
exaggerated and that is established through a statistical comparison: more wealthy than poor or poorer than the rich;
ignorance abounds, abundant science; abundance at harvest; abundance of pests; abundance of Sun; abundance of
rainfall, etc. Wealth is relative, if you consider the shortage also abounds: a shortage... less abundance.



academia
Academy: from the Greek Academos = School of philosophy founded by Plato, where is estudíaba among the upper and
complementary plan of a science, art or profession, Pro the development technical, technological or practical; a
technique provides a sequence of procedures; technology is responsible for developing better instruments, suitable and
more modern; a practice, running tasks in a most up-to-date level.

acepciã³n
Meaning: meaning or sense in that it takes a word or phrase-- people: discrimination adjectival; recognition or ignorance
of someone by the sound of his voice, his photograph, letter or his face or part of the physical body. Exact conviction
and real nature of a matter; understanding, vision or allusive way the phrase or Word, alien to the spelling.

acordeonero
Accordionist: person who performs the accordion usually hearing, and that knowing its basic technical structure spends
most of its time, more to your maintenance and repair to the execution of the music with the accordion.

acordeonista
Accordionist: musician who masterfully plays the score, or the part that relates to him in perfect accordion type. In a
general sense, the accordionist can register part of music harmoniously while he reads and sings the literary
composition, with perfect balance between pulse, ear, and the song described in the paper. The meaning of this word '
accordionist ' limits on the concept that inspired the word ' accordionist ' because this best known of ear accordion, at
the time of the maintenance and repair of its structure techniques. While the accordionist, don't know how it rapara a
broken accordion, the accordionist wouldn't know how to read the score.

acordeón
Accordion: instrument music of wind, equipped with two boxes containing Tin, and as articulated by a bellows, aspire
and expire the air that excites the tabs arranged in the joint bars of each Crown. All types of accordion are classified into
closed and keyboards; the closed, equipped with buttons on the melodic expansion, recorded combinations of scales,
chromatic, diatonic, and tempered, whereas in tonic extension chords of the accompaniments are recorded. All
accordions are instruments of masculine gender, and always consist of mechanical devices called keys, but the
accordion keyboards offer a soft extension ( 41 piano; It is issued a succession of melodic tempered, for the right hand
in several octaves. Types of accordion: Concertina or keyboard piano, Bandoneon, chromatic closed ( 41 melodic
buttons; and the Diatonic closed.

acordes
Chords: register three or more notes of a scale of melodic unison:-the premium, the third and the fifth - that determine
the tone height for the accompaniments; Chords can register with worst accents in which case the melodic elementary is
reflected on the basis of the lowest, and 40 mode;Greater or lesser ) It proposes access of seventh dominant or tiny.

adaptación
Adaptation: process of assimilation of ideas and conditions for survival in a strange environment. Acceptance of the
natural and ordinary regimes normally established under adverse circumstances.

adventismo
Adventism: ideological conception that alludes to the seventh-day Adventists. Biblical studies from the interpretation of
the term advent-- on the seventh day: religious thinking based on the penitent anxiety on the eve of the Sabbath day or
advent of rest time.



adverb
Adverb: Grammar.- a span of the sentence that changes the meaning of a verb, an adjective or also, of any another
adverb. In the case of the sentence -&#"I love you, my love!&#"-, does not allude a place into our heart, but yeah, into
person&#'s heart that one supposes it recognizes us with gratitude. Therefore, the span -&#"... my love!&#", it is the
adverb that change the meaning of the to love verb.

adverbio
Adevrbio: Gram. Part of speech that modifies the meaning of the verb, adjective, or another adverb. An example, in the
case of prayer - "I love you my love!  " - the word love, does not refer to the place of our heart, but in the heart of the
person who assumes us recognizes with gratitude; Therefore, the span - my love!-, is the adverb that modifies the
meaning of the verb love, which is to recognize someone or something with special gratitude.

adverbio
adverb: Gram. Accident that, for the sense of the sentence or the meaning of the word, does that a noun transform in
verb, adjective, or another adverb or vice versa; examples: human - human; in this sentence the verb be in his infinitive
mode, has suffered an accident that transforms it into a noun, and therefore the word "Be " and the word " be " they are
adverbs. There are adjectives that turn nouns, and vice versa, for example: José Blanco is white, and we see that a
surname is transformed into an adjective. Some adverbs are transformed into another different adverb, for example, the
demonstrative pronouns are adverbs when personal pronouns, and in this case they are marks an accent or tilde it:
that's me! I am he...!

afinaciã³n
Tuning: musical match-levelling a more acute degree in the chromatic scale, unless the succession of chords records in
a musical instrument is suitable for organ or Piano.

afro-
Afro: characteristic of Africans, evident at the level of his black complexion and hair-huddles as a sphere of peppers.
Hairstyle -: afro look, or appearance of abundant and generally packed hair as the of a native African.

aguda
Acute: female term that can be interpreted as ' sustained ' and indicating that note suffers more tuned accident, forward
or upwards. Word-: term of language Spanish, whose pronunciation accentuates the last syllable; all acute words ending
in a vowel ( programme - i-o-u ) in a January ( n ) or that ( s ) mark them an accent on the stressed vowel. Given that
some end in diphthongs ( Union of two vowels: an open vowel and another closed closed or both ) is accentuated
orthographically, registering the tilde on the indicated vowel: geography - cockatoo - country - MOM - mouse - dad.

alternancia
alternation: ambiguous sense of some characters in the grammar, for morphological modification. In the language
Spanish, a tilde does the accent to alternate a vowel in the diphthong, so the word would not be acute to be serious:
geography, would, root.

ambivalencia
Ambivalence: reflection psicoanalíptica the values of corresponding importance among people of different gender.
Absolute meaning of skills or merits in the reasonable person - Genesis 1: 27 - and it is to understand, how a man is
trained to run home offices or female allocation purposes. Feminine or masculine gender factors in the nature of the
zooide or the egg, opposed to its parent and that determines the new person the fertile element inhibited in the morula.
The image reflected in a mirror, contradicts the antagonistic concepts - right: left - but is not ambivalent, since you can
not establish a gender difference in concepts. Term Secretariat, is ambivalence when the contingency of an allocation



for both valences or importance.

amistad
friendship: intentional affective sentiment, between two people who may have an intuitive or instinctive character always
individual and personalized. Friendly contact in the social networks. Instinctive communion of the animals, to the other
members of his entourage. Intuitive communion of rational beings, to the other members of his entourage. Range of
altruistic compatibility between heterogeneous beings.

amor
LOVE: from AM = mantra in Sanskrit meaning Mmmm... that sounds like musitado with the vowel A, and whose
objective is the activation in the brain capacity to lavish without interest and be useful to the rest. Feeling sublime and
rewarding. Love: quietly whisper a proverb or precept. Persuade philosophically with charismatic affection. Unveiling a
mystery sacred someone, with words of truth and convincing effect. Satisfaction measured and discreet be useful to any
element to be interference in our lives.

animal
animal: called to all that be living, individual and autonomous, animal brain, reflexes and instincts.

animarse
dare: encouraging reflective form of the verb.  decide, charge enthusiasm.

antãfona
Antiphon: of Anti = before, imminent and Fhonos = Psalm, voice, singing; Sanskrit fragment which precedes or
succeeds the Psalms or the canonical hours, and which can be prayed or sung in opposite way.

anti tesis
anti thesis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "antithesis" being its meaning:<br>antithesis: set of opinions
which contradict a thesis, or opposed to the absolute and sensible conclusion about the true doctrine. Anti thesis.
Antagonistic, generally hostile, pseudo-gnostico circle, advocating a misconception alien to any lucid dream vision. It -
opposed to philosophy, which is really the result of lucid mental activity and dialogue with God, through sensible prayer
during the rest of the material body and the relaxation of the brain. The anti thesis or antithesis belongs to the set of
arguments merely intellectuals, originated in the dark minds because of an irregular symptom of confusion or mental
disorder in the orate. The thesis is a reasonable conclusion, while the antithesis is far-fetched and unreasonable.

antimateria
Antimatter: substance hypothetical whose elementary particles are formed of antiprotons and antineutrones who have
identical magnetic moments but felt instead that, replace the ordinary form of the mass.

antioqueño
Antioqueno-a: person natural of 40 Antioquia;Colombia ). A person who eats the flesh of the pig. Natives of the region of
Antioch [at Turkish language: Seleucus], in Syria. Warrior of the Syrian army belonging to the Seleucid dynasty, whose
King Antioco, offered Israelis instead of lamb, pork to torture them psychologically. Paisa; native of the Valley of Aburrá,
in Colombia. Mestizo native of Antioquia (41 Colombia; descendant of white woman European and Amerindian father or
vice versa, which were constituted as a lineage or social caste at the end and after the colony, and in whose food menu
included basically the consumption of the brown sugar, corn and pork.



antixoan
Antixoan: a philosophical thesis based on the Xoan antithesis. Noisy sensation that prevails during the break, preventing
the perception of a soft and gentle whistling by the inner ear. Opposed to the mystical silence. Dialectical thesis which
aims to prove a truth through reasoning and the conclusion of false data on related matters. Adversary of the Messianic
Xoan thesis.

antonimos
Antonyms: words of the same language with opposite meanings; e.g.: upload - download. Meanings contrary to the
ortológica meaning of the term that retains the same spelling; e.g.: 40 RE;Flat ) and 40 RE;Sustained ). Symmetrical
horizontal reflection with reverse from same vantage point; eg.: before a mirror: left - right; right hand - sinister.  ( above
and below, are not opposites in the vertical reflection ).

antropogã©nesis
Anthropogenesis: study of hypothetical and theoretical, concepts as well as the assumptions about the origins and the
evolution of human beings on Earth from a prototype, using scientific and philosophical methods. Scientific methods
deserve an analysis on the specialized laboratories, entering auxiliaries such as anthropology and archaeology science,
in the meantime that philosophical methods proposed practices very convincing as Socrates maieutics, the Sánscritos
annals and prehistoric sacred.

apocalipsis
REVELATION: APOS = second, last part of the work in drama. CALYPSO = the tenth of a hellish nymphs who had the
mission to destroy the navigators who challenged the mythical dramatic falls on the horizon of the world. John received
a revelation about the events in the social decline and the system of things in the end of that century, for which reason in
the Greek version of the Bible, confuses the meaning of revelation to revelation. But any system of things, has and
suffers an Apocalypse, corresponding with the last part of its existence: being alive, a family, a company, a civilization, a
planet, a system of worlds, etc, is suffering its own "LAST DECADE "./www.significadode.org/

apóstol
Apostle: from the Latin adverb A = target, target and Post = letter, writing; Madero, trash, Billboard, epistolary. Column
or pole beside the door of entry or visible place, which sets a mailbox or bulletin board of recipients. Utopian Christianity,
take the name of - is, those chosen by Jesus to reign with him from the twelve prominent Thrones of the smaller
departments or tribes, at the Royal Court in Jerusalem (LC 22: 28-29 ) and who were persecuted and exterminated by
the Roman Antichrist - Revelation 21: 14.

arãtmetico
Arithmetic: not tangible. That is not nor has mass in the dimensional presence. Hypothetical space with dimensions or
limit cases. Body-: space that would supposedly be a body volume. Body in project, whose volume is represented to
scale on a plane with drawings in perspective (The drawings are arithmetic and the models are geometric ). Astral or
abstract idea of an absolute phenomenon. Dreams or to sleep. Of the spirit.

arca
Ark: Safe, safety deposit box at a Bank, Treasury. -Noah's: Agricultural Bank; Banking Association whose funds
represent various agricultural industries utilities to prevent a crisis in climate disorder.

arepa
arepa: cake or artisanal unleavened bread, made from pre-cooked corn, milled and amassed is modeled in
semi-spherical portions called '' - round '' or in sheets flattened circular calls '' fabrics '' to be halfed in the oven or over
coals of charcoal.



ario
ARYAN: from area = horizontal surface; Earth, soil; ara laborer; that the Earth he labra. Descendant of the Hebrew
Adam, condemned to win bread by the sweat of his brow. Cemita in exile, stranger, wandering peasant, illiterate
displaced from the area of détente for survival of their agricultural efforts. Marginalized to the Earth as a pawn in the
distant East.

arrayanes
Arrayan-es: name given to certain tree of the Myrtaceae variety, sweet and fleshy dark and very edible fruits.

arreboles
Municipality: fog on the horizon, being illuminated by the Sun at dusk, reflect attenuating infrared rays, in a spectacle of
yellow, red and orange clouds, and which has always called sunshine of deer. Crimson blush, used as makeup on
cheekbones.

aspecto
Aspect: set detailed the qualities and defects of a mirror image or the speculated body, summarized in a concept. The
idea specifies definite is someone or something that looks, to describe it in detail. Specific characteristics with
interference in the image to impress who qualifies.

atalantario
atalantario: candid, very silly, Mountaineer. Rude person of huge and strong Constitution, but with some characteristic
level under mental retardation syndrome.

atanor
Athanor: psychic animal ambivalence, which urges men behaving as female gender. Meaning of the male man of
Genesis 1: 27 when his ambivalence is represented in a person of female gender, suitable in domestic activities. The
woman par excellence; the companion of fact. Smooth or threaded surface of the inner wall of a cylinder, prepared to
receive a screw or axis. Receiving a tongued supplement box.

atemperado
Tempered: pleased, gradually accommodated. In relax, calm, gentle, good intonation; mild degree degree to more acute
and sublime levels each time, so that its vibration in octaves offers in each chorus of twelve notes, which can be
distinguished by colors on a piano keyboard.

atmósfera
Atmosphere: from Atman = Áurea, soul and spher = field; Ethereal expansion to the rededor of a body, that wraps it as a
spherical splendor.

auriga
Auriga: person driving a horse-drawn carriage. That manages a back and directs the arriendaje of cars draught animals.
Damaseno, amansador, editor of horses; dexterous in tamed beasts.

autoconmiseración
Self-pity: auto commiseration ( auto-conmiseracion ) Soliloquio whereby, a person complains of himself in the third
person singular, as if were reflected in a mirror looking at his miserable image. Contrition of heart. Plaintive complex of
low self-esteem. Example of self-pity: Jorge says:-"Sorry, Jorge...! you're a failed Bohemian... You should not live...!  ".



autoconocimiento
AUTOKNOWLEDGE : intuitive knowledge, gnosticism, recovery of alertness or mind.  Mental mastery over the sleeping
or hypnotic effects, which develops the human person and that advines as a mystical experience that frees the inner
being of the sopor or dream of consciousness.  Self-knowledge allows us to escape illusory visions or vague dreams
during the rest of the body.

avatares
Avatars: shape in plural number of acute Word Avatar or serious Avatara, than in the sacred 40 terminology;Sanskrit )
alludes apocalyptic messengers. Avatars. Some passages in the Bible, refers to the Avatara with 34 expression;Elias "
when it comes to the first Messenger or witness of Revelation 11, 3-4 where it is assumed that it precedes "Jonas " that
means Messiah or second witness of the final judgment of a generation - (Malachi 3, 1 and Chapter 4, 5.  )-.

averno
averno: Underworld, space limited to creatures that live under the ground. Caverns. Sewer system. Underground
labyrinth where the infra-world lives. Legion of horrific and ruthless creatures that emerge from the underground
darkness. Hell.

ángel
Angel: mythological creature of sublime nature, which as one power creatriz, has activity in the sacred pre-history and
Genesis. Regent, master, Rector, Director. Adviser or Assistant of a Ministry. Councillor or member of an administrative
Cabinet. Operational or effective logistics agency agent. Entity with innocent personality; moderate State or contingent
nature of children and encourage them them in relaxation.

ánima
Anima: field psychological dreamlike experience. The himself; intimacy. Heart or internal circumstances of instruments,
which can register sensational effects. Internal space of a duct, complementary or supplementary elements can be
exteriorized or expressed through a logical force. Circumstantial wall of the barrel of a gun. Athanor or hollow Quill.
Longitudinal gap of a bamboo cane, where passing other substances.

ápocrifo
Apocrypha: Greek APO = lejano-ultimo CRYPTEIN = oculto-esoterico. Enigmatic character of a subject narrated by
writing. What comes from a so-called beyond. False origin or speculative authorship. Unlikely literary argument. In the
theory of drawing, is that hypothetical point visible in the distant, posterior to the line depth horizon, suggested from the
perspective of the pictorial representation.

ázimo
Ázimo: flour Unleavened cake. Flour for ácimo bread. Grain of wheat hojalado with oil and salt useful in the production
of wafers. Wet simple flour with which they pressed and mold the hosts. Hebrew dissident Jewish meaning convert to
Christianity.

ã“rgano
Body: harmonious arrangement of pipes or ducts, which must spend in various proportions, essential fluids whose
combination provides a specific result.A body could be natural, when their elementary components are living cells; the
bodies are artificial, when they are composed of devices installed mechanically and technical to a degree of
technological development. The 40 bodies; musical instruments ) are the most complete dodecáfonos designed to
record arrangements on a chromatic scale, through the pulse on a smooth extension of elements called keys.



bacterias
Bacteria: plural of bacteria. Micro-organisms that lack chlorophyll, but it is sometimes included among the lower floors
and consist of cytoplasm within a membrane, as well as a capsule and lack of differentiated nucleus. Its nuclear material
scattered is located by the cytoplasm and consists of a single chromosome, which consists of a strand of DNA. Bacteria,
have a spherical outer variable ( coconuts, swab ( 41 bacilli; or spiral ( 41 spirits; They reproduce by simple division. The
capsule has cilia and flagella that bacteria can be transferred by the liquid medium. The majority does not tolerate the
temperature higher than 100 ° C. They have a great importance in the natural cycles of ecosystems. They act rotting
organic matter by breaking it down into nutrients for plants. Some species are pathogenic for man, while many others
are very useful in industry and genetic engineering.

bahareques
bahareques: walls and ceilings of armed of an artisan-based mud, manure and straw.

bapt
Bapt: Arabic term from the Sanskrit ethimology -bauld - which meant &#"Rescue&#", and was represented in a wooden
box with the collection  of the tithes, the offerings and tributes, considerated as God&#'s Treasures, that could be
disbursed to the parishoners.---Baptism: dedication to worship as a rescue by price. &#(in the field of Semite
Phylosophy &#"the Baptism&#" is interpreted as a Initiation Ritual into a Liturgical coffin &#(sarcophagus&#), in a
persuasive exercise enables that Neophytes undestand the Sacret Mistery of XOAN.

baptisterio
Baptistry: part of Freemasonry, which is responsible for the construction of baths and swimming pools for fish farming. 
Area within the temple where the baptismal font.  Baptistry.

baptistero
baptistery: Jesus said is also bautistero - person who builds hot tubs or baptismal, swimming pools and ponds for fish
farming. Bautista, who built baptisterios.

baptistero
baptistery: Mason, mason, bricklayer, Builder. The Baptist, master of masonry; said is the Grand Master or instructor in
the initiatory Chair ( for beginners ) in a work of construction. Empirical philosopher that instructs neophytes.

barato
Cheap: that sticks, stays or stuck in the mud. He said is of the article without estimates or fair price, whose real value is
estimated to be expensive in the neighborhood or the flea market. Article of little value or cost that is acquired in a
business of buying and selling.

baut
Baut: a kind of box of wood  called Ark in which the Liturgical element were kept as a secret. The Ark of the Covenant
represented in a baut, contained the book of Moses&#' Law &#(Pentateuch&#), the Tables of the Law and the
priestshood&#'s Baculum, as symbol of wife, who according Exodus 4:2, if liberated could take the form of serpent of
cooper &#(Cobra&#). The Hindu Semite phylosophy looks in the Sufi &#(priest&#) one &#"Tiger&#" mytical that finghts
against the Cobra, overcomes and after consume her, it becomes the Golden Dragon who continues guarding the
secrets of Baptism. Later, Christian  mythology teaches the holy mystery of baptism &#(baut&#), but however  it remains
 hidden behind a veil, as the &#"Blessed Sacrament&#" as well as taught it the Aaronic Order according Exodus
26:33-35.



baúl
Trunk: Arabic term of etymology Sanskrit Bautl-, which meant "Rescue " and that was represented in a box of wood to
the purse, money considered 'Treasury of 39 God; inherited those who contributed, thedeath and sacrificed--baptism:
consecration to the cult as a ransom for price-( in the field of philosophy Semítica ' 39 baptism; It is interpreted as an
incursion into the liturgical coffin, through persuasive to understand the sacred mystery of the "Xoan " the Holy sound.

baúl
Trunk: baúd or baút. Wooden box; Ark they were ' arcane ' or secrets of the Treasury, represented in liturgical elements.
The Ark of the Covenant, represented in a baút, could well contain text Masotérico (Law ) and the priestly crosier,
representation of the female athanor ( 41 women; that according to the book former officials be freed, he would
transform into a snake of copper (Cobra ). The Hindu philosophy Semítica recognizes the 40 Sufi;Priest ) as the 'Tiger '
fabulous that it overcomes her devours to become Golden Dragon continue keeping and guarding the Bautismales
arcana. Bank, safe. -The late Christian mythology, the mystery of the Baút is covered with a veil, and the name of
'Santísimo Sacramento ' can be interpreted as "The secret to " the altar, as he taught at the Masonic order of Aaron,
according to Ex 26: 33-35.

bemol
Flat: b = Bis, again, back and Moll = soft, piano. Alteration of a record a less fine degree. Loss of a degree in the natural
pitch of a note, whose figure is affected by a b moll. Equísona to the natural note that precedes sustained: Fa is Sun flat
equísona. Level of development which is a degree of cutting-edge technology for time.

bestia
Beast: body natural or mechanical automaton, very dynamic for a prominent authority to exercise or perform extreme
acts. Irrational creature with hostile signals. Par excellence, cruel man in the exercise of tyranny, with dark mind and an
antithetical purpose. Biblical trope that refers to a mechanical monster of great power, such as a bulldozer of caterpillars,
according to Daniel 7: 7 and that according to verse 8, it became a military tank.

bibliomanía
Bibliomanía: morbid sense of the Bible. Cristianista fanaticism. Bibliophilia with sense doxológico of Christian believers,
at the time of interpreting Scripture. Mitómana madness of judío-cristianos skeptics.

bibliomanía
Bibliomanía: iclinación ecéptica of a fan cristianista, to inculcate his presumption supported in a Bible-- > written with
lowercase initial b, refers to the inclination of collecting and re-reading books in its most original editions.

bicarbonato de soda
Baking Soda: baking soda [chemical].  Sodium bicarbonate is a crystalline solid compound of white, soluble in water,
with a slight alkaline taste resembling of the sodium carbonate, formula Nahco3 = Sodium hydrogen carbonate - molar
mass: 84. 007 g/mol - Formula: NaHCO3 and has a density of 2. 2 g/cm³, commonly called in South America "cow
soda", in allusion to the title of its manufacturer, labeled in a box bound for home use.

bifurcar
Branch: transitive verb indicating to divide the course or Groove in two. Comb the hair into two hulls. Option to open a
road in, and to take two routes or different directions. Split the wood along the Woody fiber.

biomecánicas
biomechanical: sciences related to the study of Physiology, the forces and accelerations of the bodies of living beings.



bruja
Bruja-o: false Alchemist and fraudulent. Petty and Avar person with hypnotic powers of any interference. Mitómano he
boasts about his Alchemist empiricism to fool the superstitious people who sold their formulas or spells in clandestine
appointments. Bibliómano or rezandero santerista very enigmatic, with a morbid nicolaíta.

buda
Buddha: Buddha; sacred term derived from Sanskrit or original language used in the East, with which refers to all the
man who has found the truth about everything, so it is suggested that he has reached enlightenment, accessing during a
sleep trance and absolutely lucid, to the bosom of his father (Vishnu ) Unfading glow or glory, which shines in the heart
of the Sun, which is called spirit ( written with E initial uppercase ) in the Christian Bible Doxology.

buddhi
Buddhi – Sanskrit term that is interpreted as a vehicle, in alución to the third-person singular of being: 'HIM, is he ' or when one - in first person-, manifested in the use of an Admirable name as if is unequal to a third party; example: Siddhartha Gaum?ta, said: Buddha, is being. Jesus said: the son of man comes.; instead of saying: I am, or I come. In Vedic philosophy, Al - satthwa is the human person of a potential adept, what is known as the physical body of the human being, is to be or not initiated in the mysteries of Gnosticism.

buhonero
Hawker: Peddler. Person who trafficked products in an informal way and sold them without paying a share of tax to the
Government for their income, somehow evading rules relating to that business. Jibaro.

buldã³zer
Bulldozer: bulldozer; equipped with Aryan tractor of blade, teeth of iron and mechanical artifice, effective in heavy
emphasis on topography and civil works job.--crawler: bulldozer equipped with iron plates calling in chains side than on
two wheels of solid iron roads serve as feet to grab land. Fourth of the beasts in the vision of Prophet Daniel about the
urbanization of the end of his time, and verified during the industrial revolution, when it was devised the war tank with
caterpillars - Daniel 7: 7-8. Contained rhetoric, evident in the prophecy of Is 40: 4-5.

caballero
Knight: sober and templante, physically capable male. Male with noble dignity, who exercised civil, military and
ecclesiastical authority. In the use of its comprehensive, suitable to negotiate.

cacareo
Crowing: onomatopoeia of galliformes. Action and effect of clucky. Vowel a hen records effective emulation.

caco
Caco: name of a fabulous hybrid specimen, demon half human half satyrs in Roman mythology, and it is suggested that
they came from the ninth sphere as monsters of the God Vulcan, and whose elements are represented in the locust of
the Apocalypse of san Juan, Chapter 9:1-12. Caco ( 41 lobsters; refers to the plague of thieves who emerge from the
disordered population explosion and out of control, to the subsequent insurgency because of his indigence and
ignorance. Synonym: Sons of perdition, crime, reprobates, bandits, sons of bitches, Devils, etc.

calicanto
Calicanto: muddy field whose mass had properties very similar to gypsum, which, being exposed to the air and Sun,
hardened. Mass;  mix of some sort of similar to talc, that very fine clay mixed with sand, lime and gypsum solidified
completely, achieving an ideal consistency as the rocks. -Etymology: of the Akkadian KALDU = white - Latin CANTON =
Base - > Caldea base ( limestone ). [Possibly the dough give them enormous stones of calicanto, are not natural, and
rather blend in huge molds or forms by way of mampuestos bricks in their determined end.].



calzada
Road: Street covered with asphalt, concrete cement or cobblestones yarn and hand in hand, to facilitate the rotation of
the wheels. Surname Afro, which appears as a name or nickname, which compares black complexion with the tar of a
paved Street.

canciã³n:
Song: sing, sound effect which musically combines the words of the vocal part of a work musical-- poetry: poetry sung
with technical adjustments of vocalization and mimic.

cantaleta
Refrain: scandal. insistence with uncompromising has.Stressful buya'a of voices or instruments badly chanted or
desafinados.

canto
Song: action and effect of singing. Harmonious play of voices and sounds with the mouth, in the execution of a part of
music. The domestic Rooster onomatopoeia. Triune, melodious voice of birds and some species of monkeys and
whales.

capital
Capital: that can emit concepts or ideas. On the head. Body or part of it which provides a database with interference in
its Constitution. Seat memory or registers. Head principal of the public administration on the political map. Extreme trial
or wickedness. Penalty-: death sentence. Sin-: transgression causing indignity.

cardio
Cardio: valve system or empeles that they constitute an organic or artificial mechanism for the automatic circulation of
fluids. Heart.

cargar panela
Panela: solid honey, obtained from sugar cane juice cooking pasta. Load-: be suspected; be prepared for an event that
could occur surprisingly; pretentious feeling of erotic character; want to, want to do something to someone.

carnero
RAM: male sheep that start their sexual activity. Young teenager confused by his pubescent process. Prodigal, botarata,
modest in the extreme with wrong attitude or confusing psychosomatic symptoms. Eager young with erotic uncertainty.
Young promiscuous and ignorant. Ready to enroll. Conscript.

catapiz
catapiz: the yas or catapix. Game of courtyard consisting of water and collect quickly yases them while jumping a ball of
rubber. Yases them are represented technically by twelve rubber crosses with an additional arm that faces their
intersection perpendicular to its axis, giving them the appearance of anchors.

cemita
CEMITA: sweet bread made with bran and black honey cane with a brown color which gives the name of acema or
mogolla.



cénit
Zenith: Zenith, heaven; apparent vault of the Orphic circumstance of 180 degrees on the abscissa, whose vertical
RADIUS falls perpendicularly on the observer.

chécheres
stuff: elements of paraphernalia, corotaje, deceptions of fret or rebrujo exhibited at the flea and antiques market.

chiva
Chiva: fit to authorized people willing to travel arranged in a line or bus type " 34 stairs;. Relationship or list of human
passenger on Board of a folk line. Goat, female goats. Sapo-espia, camera escondida, installed in a strategic way to
atone for the movements of public officials or a private company.

chiza
Chiza: larvae of beetles. Cucarron in State larval, present in crops of potatoes as a hostile plague to bulbs. Mohojoy,
larvae of some species of insects, such as wasps, bees, and bumblebees. Grubs.

cielo
Sky: philosophical term which refers to the State of consciousness and absolute lucidity. Sobriety total in conditions of
life to the society and the environment. Reasonable patriarchal hegemony, with dream-like reflection and descending
sense merely physical natural environment, in which subjects recognize their King, as a personification of ABBA, the
true God. Semitic model of an absolute Government.

cientifico
Scientist-a : s / adj .  - Experimental nature of an investigation.  First phase thesis essay.  Process for the pragmatic
verification of a theory or any other approach or proposition exposed and subject to analysis.  Method for approving or
repealing a thesis applied by a consensus of specialists on the subject.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
may be experimental researcher professor of empirical sciences 

circuncidado
Circumcised: apply in a first meaning the absence of the foreskin, circumcision is practised in who. Circumcision
indicates awareness or removal of the veil of ignorance, Galilee or lighting that persuades a person of the true meaning
of an esoteric thesis; lifting the veil, discover the head, removing his hat, etc., are synonyms of circumcision. The Bible,
mensiona a 39 39 heart circumcision; that refers to the sobriety or lucidity during the dream-like experience, which he
calls " in spirit ". The human being that decifra a Sanskrit sacred mystery, is Circuncidado and the uncircumcised is one
which completely ignores the true meaning of a precept Sanskrit, unworthy therefore belong to an elite circle Masonic or
a religious order.

cisma
Schism: Division, divorce, separation; dissolution of a perpetual already sworn agreement.--´tico: causing Division and
discrepancies. Lutheran, Protestant. Réprobo uncompromising, problematic; It is alleged and claimed without knowledge
of the cause. That it polemiza without justified reason.

clarividencia
Insight: Faculty innate to view and analyze oníricamente things requiring an objective explanation in practical life.
Dreamlike lucidity. Insightful sobriety before the meaning of a signal objective. Divination clear and very serene to
obscure or confusing things, allowing an operator to configure ideas and establish useful criteria.



colón
Columbus: rabid, enamoradizo, jealous. Adolescent engreído by a flower floating in the waves or a little more romantic
strange message, ready to find an Indian and conquer it.--Christopher: Genoese Navigator who is credited with the
discovery of the new continent, and its conquest on behalf of the Spanish Crown, from October 12, 1992.

concejo
Council: Jurisdictional body of a municipality. The Councillors room. Elite, eminent group of honrables people in a
municipality.

conciencia
Awareness: been vigilant mood in living organisms. Knowledge, activity of the brain during the development of thinking.
Provision of free will.

concluido
completed: adj. / form of the participle passive or last of the verb transitive or intransitive to conclude.

conocimiento
Knowledge: absolute notion that is acquired either intrinsic or gradual through learning about something interesting,
alien identity or real thing relatively estrinseca according to the capacity of the brain. Example: conocimiento-s of
masonry. -Yes: alertness objective at the time of be and be aware, to respond to impressions in everyday life or in the
oneiric affecting simultaneously the brain and psyche. Emotional balance to the stunning events, which can disconnect
the mind of reality or which may cause fainting. Example: return itself, recover knowledge.

consciencia
CONSCIOUSNESS: psychic lucidity of who is supposed has dream-like activity. State of mind in the sober spirit-( Is 9:
1-6 ) -Awake allows who dreams, act with freedom in the dream scene and understand the ignorance of those that
require wisdom. Use of the comprehensive reasonable activity of the senses. ANTONIMOS: amnesia, lagoon,
autism.CONSCIOUSNESS: somatic ability of convalescence; acceptable symptom of neural reflexes.  Return of the
thoughts. Reflection of the physical senses in vigilant mood. ANTONYM: I fainting.

consejo
Tip: opinion; opinion that persuades or deters others. Non-jurisdictional meeting of Directors-- of war: trial of the grounds
that fall you within the Court military-- Ministers: Group advising or informing the Government or a State Administration
about a field trial of discussion or vote.

coroto
coroto: junk, paraphernalia, set of household items, which belong to the female exponent in a community property by
legal right. -s: goat, fiddling, heterogeneous set of elements of moving. A line of stairs furniture.

credo
Credo: philosophical conception of faith, which convinces the world of reality, proven by objective meditation, which
allows the believer reflect fully and penetrate with freedom in the case of non-display of the postulated - (I thought,
therefore I spoke ). The belief is the poor sense of creed, relying on who posited the thesis.

cristianista
Cristianista: partisan ideologies and doctrines based on the story of the life and works of Jesus of Nazareth, in his role



as Christ and his twelve apostles in the New Testament. That it tolerates the mundane with the meaning of the clergy.
Parishioner that celebrates everything and thanked God, attributing his fortune to an alleged Alliance with Christ.

cristianofobia
[/Christianphobia] : fear before hatred towards Christians, usually applied against faithful believers in the dissents of the
Catholic Church. 

cristo
Christ: term Sanskrit meaning light ADMIRABLE, and philosophically defined as version or the luminous aspect of Abba
God from the Gn 1: 3 of the Bible. Prophetic libretto in charge of a Prophet who, according to the book of revelation,
represents one of the two testimonies: as Avatara or Messiah.

crocotar
Crocotar: crocoteo, onomatopoeia of the crocodile. Crying baby crocodile, which emits while he was escaping the egg
shell.

cromã¡tico
Chromatic: style or instrument music with a provision of tricks to play tempered records, of which you can choose a
certain way (Greater or lesser ) and combined with each other, seven notes in several octaves, composing melodies.

cuaderno
Notebook: suitable arrangement of sheets of paper in table United by a ridge, a spiral or an argollado, offering
successive pages in a white envelope that can register manuscripts.

cuadrada
square: regular, four-sided figure in box. Figure used in the old musical grammar note duration, whose value was equal
to two round.

cucarr¿n
Cucarron: name which is defined in South America some species of beetles. Adult development of the chiza or larvae of
beetles.

cultivar
Cultivar: from cult = emplacement. Work, till the soil. All work affecting the development of embryos in a laboratory or
agricultural area with benefit. Removal of the land to pay the Groove.

culto
Cult: piety or religious work in land-related activity. Educated or learned on issues or cultural activities. Versatile
doxológica activity, subject to charges. In against position, a Rite has subjective and natural - nature makes the ritual of
water, to submit to certain deities that act through it; While cults always are inherited from more orthodox dissent and
are traditionally subject to new rules - pay worship to water-staring at the water as an embodied God.

culto
Cult: piety or religious work in land-related activity. Educated or learned on issues or cultural activities. Versatile
doxológica activity, subject to charges. In against position, a Rite has subjective and natural - nature makes the ritual of



water, to submit to certain deities that act through it; While cults always are inherited from more orthodox dissent and
are traditionally subject to new rules - pay worship to water-staring at the water as an embodied God.

cultura
Culture: adoption characteristic aspects that exercise interference in customs of a people, fashion, technology, slang
and vulgar language and foreign words, etc. All aspects that appear as contemporary concepts and folk way among the
Africans from an unknown area.

cuyabra
Cuyabra: adjective that refers to the locals of places where processed crafted the cabuya, guadua and the totumo. 
Wooden spoon, wooden implement used as a kitchen utensil. Term of ethnic roots, own of the pre-Columbian cultures of
Chibcha descent in South America, more properly the coffee in Colombia, with which refers to natural persons of the city
of Armenia (Quindio ).

decadencia
Decline: interference by the processes of devolution in a system. Bankrupt of principles. Weakening at intervals of the
force with which operate existing development boom periods.

desnudez
Nudity: poverty, indigence, aspect of evil dresses, devoid of clothing; meaning of a bad streak; clothing made with SAC
as a canvas or Calico cloth. Demand for suitable clothing. Reasonable excuse of those who suffer from a lack of
strength of intendency, especially agricultural labourers or logistics units. Apparent naivety in animals or people,
degraded or reactionary because of ignorance, the innocence, or a mystical belief with votes of nazareato according to
Genesis 2: 25.

desnudos
NUDE: idea of lack of economic resources. Without clothes covering him. Tree without leaves, chamizo, a tree trunk that
has removed the crust. Biblical precept that alludes to the extreme poverty that begins a couple, in their family Genesis
Eden. Aspect of the indigent or Nazarene.

desnudos: adã¡n y su mujer
Nudes: poor, without resources, total abandonment and poverty because of their innocence, ignorance or neglect of
your logistics provider. Appalling conditions of its complement of administration or lack of suitable clothing. According to
the biblical Genesis, Adam and his wife alegorizan the pair of aggregates in agricultural stewardship, who don't know
how to make use of its powers in the logistic part and quartermaster to provide suitable clothing.

desvinculado
unlinked: that lost its nominal relationship with the company, or has no relationship with any subject.

diablo
Diablo: fabulous character very malignant, represented in the person senseless and malagradecida, obedient to a dark
thought or an antithetical thesis. Satan; The wrath of God; detachment on alert of hostile contingency. Appears very
natural rhetoric, with which an inconforme community raised in arms is represented. Unstoppable fury of the elements of
nature.

diaeresis



Diaeresis: orthographic accent into grammar of some languages, that it consist to type two points upon any vowel or
consonant, and it permits to change its pronunciation, for bettering the meaning of the word, the phrase or sentence.

diaeresis
Diaeresis: orthographic accent into grammar of some languages, that it consist to type two points upon any vowel or
consonant, and it permits to change its pronunciation, for bettering  the meaning of the word, the phrase or sentence.
Examples: coöperate &#(English&#); cigüeña &#(Spanish&#); ét cetera.

diccionario
Dictionary: of diction = expression of an idea through voice or writing. Compilation of systematized and sorted
alphabetically the sayings or ways of writing the words of a language, with their meanings taken to the understanding of
the partners.

diccionario de la real academia de la lengua
Dictionary of the Royal Academy of the language: Jesus said was systematically organized book that contains sets of
words of a language and its meanings, explained in detail in the same language in alphabetical order.

diéresis
Umlaut: orthographic accent in the grammar of some languages, that it consists of writing two points on any vowel or
consonant and allows to change their pronunciation, improving the sense of the word, phrase or prayer. Examples:
coöperate ( English ) Stork (Spanish ) and so on.

dignisimo
Worthy: prefix to the title of dignity with which flatters the personality as a very worthy.

dimetilaminofenildimetilpirazolona
dimetilaminofenildimetilpirazolona: drug, chemical compound that acts as an active ingredient in some compressed
drugs effective against headache. Cibalena, Veramon, Mejoral, etc., which appeared as analgesic compounds asetil,
salicylic acid, acetaminophen, and caffeine.

dios
God: the Almighty. _Único: sacred Sun abstract, Ra, the Christians ABBA, radiant as an ACE at the Zenith, during the
lucid of a sober dream experience, as in Genesis 28: 10-17. A God ( with lowercase initial d ) refers to an entity
hypothetically worthy of reverence, but no real prominence.

disminuãda
Diminished: decimated in a degree or amount. Tiny; He said it in the seventh that originates in the minor mode chord.
The minor chord unison register the seventh note of the same scale. OJ - Mib - Sol - Síb = C 7disminuída.

doble
Double: which has the same correspondence in the characteristic features. Element which can gemelear to another, at
the time to replace it without make any difference discriminant.

dodecafónica
Twelve-tone: Greek Dodeca = 12 and Fhone = voice; that express twelve levels or notes. Tempered succession of



artifice or keys in the smooth extension ( piano keyboard ) allowing registration or sound expression of twelve hours of
the chromatic circle ( do do re re mi fa sol sol fa the the if ) and to establish the sequence of each of the 24 scales in
relative modes.

dominante
Dominant: which dominates or impose its criteria. character of a chord originated on another major mode; a seventh - is
a chord of mode which joins the seventh note of the same tonic height but in minor mode: Do - Mi - Sol, in unison is the
chord of C in major mode... If flat is the seventh note of OJ in minor mode = Do - Mi - Sol - if flat = Do7 Domimante.
When in this combination, my Sun lost half-tone seventh chord is decreased: Do - Mib - Solb - Síb = OJ tiny.

domingo
Sunday: from Domo = House e Ingeos = eat, enter, enter;  stay at home for dinner and sleep. Latin term to define in its
etymology, we could translate to the Jewish sabbath, which means day of rest.

doxología
DOXOLOGIA: from Doxo = Gloria Logos = Treaty. The 40 Sanskrit term;Scriptures ) DOXOLOGIA, derives more
amovistar DOCS - Doct, linking the terms used in a doctrinal teaching, as very wise, brilliant. Glory is shining
inmarcesible ( that is not accessed marching ) and indicates that he has a dream-like nature, biblically called spirit ( with
E capitalized ). In such a way, that DOXOLOGIA, is the eloquence in preaching, the use of clear and ortológicos terms,
with effects convincing, able to give clarity to the spirit ( unrealistic perception 41 vehicle, until that he check the
conscious lighting.

dragã³n
Dragon: fabulous animal in lizard point that says goodbye to halitoso fire. Species of Chameleon with horns, which emits
a hostile signal red pigmentation of their skin, in the presence of a potential rival. Par excellence, Commander military
with effective range of prominent authority on the satin in the line of mando._escarlata: a General energúmeno.

eco
echo: equisona resonance or altered to produce a solid body, to the onslaught of a sound wave that travels through a
medium, and that could be translated in diagnostic imaging.

educar
Educate: Guide, showing the student address or target cardinal point. Exercise the senses from a dark point of view,
towards the brighter horizon. Illuminate, show the right path towards the light and the conception of a brilliant idea. The
intention of a thesis project objective.

embalajes
packaging: part of a commodity that is sent to part.  Decline or depression a track where speed is gained in less time.

embelecos
deceptions: common term in some Castilian dialects which always in plural refers to the paraphernalia: clutter, stuff,
junk. Articles or unnecessary elements on the inside of the home and the office. Indeterminate set of expressions used
in the justification of incoherent reasons: " many cockroaches you have in your mind " " always brings to the party a 34
mancorna; " it has no hairs on the language to tell the truth, " " not missing his pipe in the 34 carriel.

emparamar



emparamar: infinitive verb/shape / become trapped, wet (-is ) -is: soak in water as the ground of the Moor.

enredado
tangled: adj. / participle past and passive verb to tangle.  Mentally confused.  Complicated, locked in a tangle or network.
 Dirty hair and uncombed.

entrepiernado
entrepiernado (s): with legs locked in the legs of another person.

eolãpila
Aeolipile: apparatus useful for measuring the driving force of the water vapor, work hand of Heron of Alexandria in the
1st century before the Christian era, and which could have been a model to design the steam engines.

epiceno
Epiceno: grammatical meaning which made no distinction in the common noun male female animals ( frog, elephant,
Zebra ). Tacit pejorative term that refers to an indiscriminate population of neuter gender and undetermined number
(Lice, fleas, many rat ).

epidemia
Epidemic: EPI = on and Demos = people, disorderly and hostile explosion especially in pathological field, affecting an
indeterminate area of the population.

equilibrio
Balance: of Equis = equal and books = registration-available to the point of gravity inherent in a force g. Equipolencia of
the bodies as on one or several points of support. Harmony in the horizontal direction of records in unison. Health in the
stable psychosomatic diagnosis. Sobriety.

equ¿sono
equisono ( ) : grammar and phonetic music, is the sound of melodic notation or tonic height in major or minor, whose
vibration is equal to its corresponding basis of the chord in the opposite way, and which represent a distant record 1
tone in the same key of the piano keyboard; example: DO is an accent which is 1 tone of Reb, when basic notes of two
scales in different mode. Accent C represents the Foundation of the minor chord while Db represents the Foundation of
the chord of the scale in major mode, and they are equisonos if both occur in the same key of the soft extension.

esdrújula
Writer: grammatical term which identifies the words by the stressed accent in the ante-penultimate syllable, with that as
a general rule carry registered the orthographic accent or tilde ( ´ ). antonym, synonym, writer, dome. About-writer: word
consisting of a Word with tilde, before another which does not tilde. e.g.: almost - automatically - easily.

esotã©rico
Esoteric: it = inside and Terra = area, field. Internal character of the ecclesiastical sense. Clandestine field of activity of
an elite or a religious group with hermetic liturgy. Restricted to the populace. On the contrary position: Exotérico, which
means on the outside; outer circle of the penitent society; character or aspect of the platform, in the East of the temples,
where they roam or remain shut out of a Masonic House. Informal stratum of the itinerant referred to biblically as " 34
world; or " East of Eden ".



español
Spanish: Spain natural. Meaning of the pejorative term, mentioned in Don Quixote by Cervantes as manchego, and that
at one point refers to ostentatious Spanish, badly written medieval, and badly spoken idea blooming Alternatively
instituted an Academy debug it and refine as a cultured language. Conquistador-: philosophical meaning of one who
discovers and violent Virgin indigenous, ignorant and innocent.

espãritu y espãritu
Spirit: the spirit; Bible-term written with E initial capitals - refers to the divine aspect of the Sun, which fires lethal shining,
radiant white light to the physical eye. The truth. described " spirit " -with e initial lowercase, can be interpreted as the
dream-like version of the material dimension; compelling idea of the astral body in the invisible life. Against arithmetic
section of the elemental nature. Psychological vehicle of identity egóica. Homophones terms in the ortología doxológica
biblical - Jn. 4: 24 - explaining separately the invisible conscious experience of dreamy visions within the same
psychological nature.

espãritu y espãritu
Arithmetic: body-: scenarios of space which is supposed would be a body that still does not appear. Vacuum or
imaginary place whose borders are hypothetical. Target budget. Effective interpretation before the drawing of a project
to run. Concept of dreamy dimensional quantities.  Arithmetic, establishes the direct relationship between the numbers
and calculations during the elaboration of a draft, a budget or a comparative idea: "-I dreamed they spent two hours ".

especie
Species: detail of common characters between humans of different karyotype; example: the gallináceas, all are not
hens.

esperpento
Grotesque: something abhorrent; It has an image abominable, able to mitigate the sense of who you look at the eyes,
freezing any possibility of movement. Person of dark mentality, whose intentional ideas can be represented in her hair,
as if they were snakes. Fabulous woman in Greek mythology, with sense of being the feminine of the devil, with body of
snake and hair like snakes petrificaba to who dared to look in the eye.

esposo
Husband: templante male host of a party, which he prepares to deliver gifts to your guests. Mr provides everything to his
subject. Man as his partner in fact. Patriarch in the use of his marital responsibilities.

esposo
Husband: I ring metal. Hieratic symbol which is set in the wrist or finger pledge an oath of loyalty to the Masonic order.
Ring of precious metal without built stone that the finger of the hand in garment Union who marry-- a: women committed
legally or de facto-.-ACE: women of the harem. Metal rings linked by a string, by way of locks to feature both hands
subject by the wrists.

estatizacion
nationalization: action and effect nationalize, define or stabilize. Transitive verb which may indicate the justification of the
balance or the State of the bodies of unstable, as a balance that moves, a sphere that rolls, a liquid that is agitated, the
hood or the flame of a lamp or a hiper-activo child, the bankruptcy, etc. Estatalizar, form in has more technical
application in economic and financial affairs-related issues, for obvious reasons, the management of a company or
industry is transferred into the hands of the State, through a legal intervention, such as expropriation or extinction of
domain, and in many cases through a Concordat agreement to formalize or nationalize the company.



estoria
estoria: imaginary narration of facts which may or may not be related to history or truthful argument of the past.  Term of
origin uncertain, obsolete in Spanish but existing in Portuguese [estoria] and English [story], used as opposed to history,
which refers strictly to real arguments about topics of the last time.

eternidad
Eternity: the dimension of the dreamy experiences hypothetical time. Duration of things not seen, but only in dreams
through faith ( eye or sense of sight in the spirit or the 41 dream vehicle; and that, during the rest of the material body of
the common people, each scene takes place inside a confusing parentheses. Indefinite and oneiric span at the time of
the suprasensible creation, which, according to the Bible - is not interrupted with the death in the true
Christian:-2Corintios 4: 16-18.

etimosemãtica
Etimosemítica = Etimogenésis: etimos = root and Genesis = principle; philosophical science that seeks to know the
origin of living things on Earth, through the more convincing philosophical methods. It begins by etymologically
decompose the linguistic terms and tying up according to the Socrates Maieutics, applied to Sanskrit Gnostic of the
various versions of the prehistory and history Holy.

eunuco
Eunuch: male in full use of his own gift of Continence. Innate abstention of erogenous activities. Man who abstains or
voluntarily disables to sustain sexual relations or because of other, it is disabled. Not necessarily effeminate, no eunuch
is gay or homosexual is eunuch, since by their inability to manly, many eunuchs fall the degeneration and some
effeminate argue naturally normal relations.

evoluciã³n
Evolution: gradual upward projection of the development process, with increasingly high notes. Increasingly acute
address of a reference point in the Cartesian coordinate. Objective progress of public affairs and technical and
technological expertise with interference in a civilization.

exoterismo
exoteric: study and practice of religious ceremonies. Relationship and affiliate contact between individuals of a same
religious cult, in the purely public external field. Paganism, enigmatic superstition which aims to connect the cult with
metaphysics.

expiaci¿n
Atonement: exhibition of guilt that, before the priest, Levite, sought an absolute acquittal. Ritual that represents the
consultation, diagnosis, and cure against depression caused by a feeling of guilt for the absolute liberation of
consciousness. Religious character of the forgiveness of sins or acquittal in the Jewish liturgy. Exonerasion of the
karmic through payment effect indulgences in some faiths of Judaism Greek and Roman.

extensiã³n
Extension: surface available in a single coordinate axis; on the abscissa axis determines a floor level where treads. In
the axis of the Ordinance, it determines the wall of a wall to lead, perpendicular to the ground. Whole or particular area
within the regular or irregular basis. Part of a table or shelf, on which other objects can be set. Series of tricks on a table,
that way of keys, trigger way. mechanics-- soft: a piano keyboard

ética



Ethics: a set of all the precepts and laws in a pattern of behavior, approved or accepted in honest, rational and technical
manner by each and every one of the members of a community or profession. The rules of ethics is appears to have
collapsed, or described verbally or in writing in the Codex of the statutes. People who violate the rules and statutes of a
community are called dishonest. Synonym of ethics: loyalty, loyalty and honesty.

facebook
Facebook: book computer with an indefinite number of pages, which recorded sites or intelligent people as members of
a network of friends, to periodically establish a contact timely and objective. Facebook, was created by Mark
Zuckerberg, Jewish descent and a student at Harvard University, in the United States; his twenty-three years of age, he
became a billionaire, now presiding over his own company from the modern offices main headquarters in Palo Alto, on
the Silicon Valley of California.

falso
False: deficit; It lacks value. Misleading, cheater. Jácobo-- Prophet: Gnostic hanasmussen very bibliómano. Witch with
some interference in the mind of the candid, contrite and converts. Pharisee skeptical, ignorant and flamboyant.

fama
Fame: sense of the volume or the image of an idol with muscular appearance. Exposed educated physicist. Prestancia,
renowned. A synonym of much meat; Butcher, store server meat.

fanfarriñas
Fanfarrinas: Jesus said is lies with which be flaunts itself. Mania of the swaggering subject, who speculates the trust with
false social relations, ( claim to be close friends of bountiful, loving people of Kings, Queens and they maintain contact
with idols and platonic love, etc.  ).

fatuos
fatuous : adj .  ; fatuo plural, [fatuo-s , fatua-s]; to say to the smug people who ridiculously have a full knowledge of any
matter.  Peyorativo of "turkey", rascal; liar who claims to have enough power in the word and knowledge to talk about
any subject with anyone, who she says knows less. 

fe
Faith: virtue or dreamlike Faculty of sober vision. Hypothetical health of the spiritual eye, when the dreamy experiences
are as sincere as a naturally physical experience. Certainty or consciousness that from what we see in dreams is real.
Platonic conception of the way of seeing things from a more lucid dreams standpoint, to explain every matter in
philosophy.

figura moral
Moral: you tangle of a BlackBerry. Relative to the conscience; commitment to the environment by accepting the rules of
ethics. Honest fitness of responsibility. Neatness of intelligence in rational beings. Alertness, clarity in ideas, sobriety in
the thought processes.

filogenia
Phylogeny: Greek edges = friend and Genos = origin; sympathy for the history and the evolution of a group of agencies
or persons ( origin of locusts; origin of subversion;  history of the Arab settlement; history of the Rotary Club ). -By
means of the phylogeny provides a feature of kinship between families of different types or ethnicity; EJ. Indians and
blacks, Aboriginal and indigenous, Coast black eyes with honey and packed blond hair; etc.



filosofía
Philosophy: available to suitable and reasonable look empirically for the absolute truth that connects all the concepts
and accurate ideas of a science, with the logical concepts of each other, without losing the full use of the senses and
sobriety of the pure reason is obvious-the philosophy not belong to the dialectical field, the absolute truth does not
support discussion, dialectic is the art of discuss different conceptsto accept the more friendly to each other. In the
dialectic, negotiate and agree; in the philosophy, ideas are brilliant and are consistent with the absolute truth.

firmamento
Firmament: Orphic vault of a Sidéreo which holds the apparent bodies. Empty hypothetical in that gravitational forces
between the geometric bodies which pass are distributed. Arithmetic expansion in a space vacuum or pressurized.

forma
Form: geometric idea of a concept. -specific: the definitive feature of a matter, an idea or a finished product set.
Reflection or more exact copy that acquires a paradigm, an admirable or sensational model.

formal
Formal: quality or fitness teacher, admirable. Proper, generous and eloquent person who taken as a paradigm is worthy
to be imitated. Nice, worthy to follow as an example. Ethical, serious, responsible in its duties and obligations.

fornicaciã³n:
Fornication: from the Greek phornoex = ( shine is ) debauchery; action and effect of fornicate. Speculation of the natural
or artificial phenomena that call the physiological pleasure. Inclination morbid enjoy worldly pleasures with
extravagance. Irresistible intensity of physiological needs, with interference in the mental faculties by extrovertirse.

fornicacion
Fornication: it desmesura in folk behavior. Spectacular hysterical fanaticism. Uncontrolled exaggeration of pleasures and
vices, usually fantástico-sexuales.

galilea
Galilee: inhabitants of who belongs or is originally from that place in the Middle East. Old term which referred to an
incursion of the Galo 40 people; the 41 North; or descendants Celtic adoctrinando somewhere on the Cemita wisdom.
Christianization of those settlements gentiles ( with some level of erudition griga ) in both bands of Al Jordan in the
Middle Orient.

garrapiñada
Garrapiñada: available toothed around the Central magnificent from a Mace, whose purpose is to crush the bodies that
pinch. Appearance of a garrapinera, which consists of a cylinder or wheel with many teeth crowded, very resistant to
break the soil, asphalt, and rock, to spray them.

garrapiñera
Garrapinera: System of cylinders arranged concentrically and Granny on the inside, to operate them mechanically,
breaking ice increasingly consistent until a creamy, perfect point in ice cream.

gemelo
Twin: element whose appearance is the same image of another is not before a mirror. Similar, with identical features.
Double that you there is between those that are identical to a model or paradigm. Not necessarily twin.



geomã©trico
Geometric: of Geos = Earth and M = measure; relative to the geometry. Tangible body whose actions it is possible to
determine in a theoretical or practical manner. Wordmark dimensions can be from a unit of area or volume. Presence of
the mass.

gnóstico
Gnostic: person that he knows the absolute truth, not by rational recommendations nor human conception, but as a
result of his experience in the lucid dream pre-existence. Sober person with absolute eminence and a master's degree
course for his wisdom in the esoteric field of an order or secretive elite.

gracia
Grace: acceptation of the goods and gifts on the hand of God, free--s: monerías; gestures and grimaces which stabilize
the emotions of others. Many - s: expression that responds to a pleasant attitude or the friendly greeting.

gracia
Grace: acceptation of the gifts of God, that have a free character. -s: monerías, gestures and grimaces which can
stabilize the emotions of other sentient beings. Many - s: expression that responds to a pleasant attitude or the friendly
greeting.

gracia
Grace: what objective a matter that clearly manages the perspective. He said were of the given name, the reason for
existence. Relationship or list of names of persons, animals or things that remain in the possession of its owner. Name
with which a person is registered in notary folio. -of God: Admirable name which a Gnostic high-level Masonic initiate
manifests the exotérico world. The State of absolute consciousness during dream-like experience, which combine the
wisdom and innocence with the pure reason.

grado celsius
Celsius: centigrade. Andrés-: astronomer Swiss ( 1701-1744 ) who took participation in the measurement of the arc of
the Meridian. And in the year 1742 devised a thermometer with a centesimal precisions scale - from 0 to 100 degrees -
that allows to know the temperature of a cubic centimeter of distilled water at 0 meters above the level of the sea, equal
to 0 degrees Celsius, reason by which degrees Celsius was called.

granada
Granada: receptacle footwear seeds or pellets, willing to exploit and cast with centrifugal projection. New-: name which
was intended to establish a Kingdom of Spanish in the new world. Offspring of children. Indomitable population
explosion, which may refer as a new wave of the early years of a decade.

grave
Severe: term of language Spanish, with which descrimina a Word to the accent or voice on the penultimate syllable
coup. As a general rule, a serious Word carries an orthographic accent called tilde ( ´ ) when not términa in vocal (
programme - i-o-u ) in January ( n ) or that ( 41 s;. e.g.: compulsory - Páez - Pope - cake - serious - bulldozer. The
monosyllables are severe words, when they carry tilde and acute words if ending in a vowel, a Jan or a that have been
tilde.ej.: root, is a serious Word. Country, is an acute Word. Note-: registration less strident than another whose
disruption rises as sustained accent.

graznido
Squawk: action and effect of graznar. Nasal accent in the reproduction of the onomatopoeia some birds.



guatines
guatín - that is: specific type of mammal wild relatives of the Otter. Gua-GUA.

guia principal
Main guide: Jesus is the central bastonero place at the forefront of a band of guide or war, in formal parades and military
ceremonies. Brochure or primer containing general instructions. The book page that contains an order of indexes of
each of the volumes of an encyclopedic collection. Literary tab of the archive, which shows the important titles related to
the topic of research.

güevas
Güevas: huevas, fish eggs. The testicles of vertebrates, always two, both contained in a scrotum. Think the - del gallo:
Jesus said is when is one distracted, when mentally one is has ído, or by thinking about other things not related to the
news in real time.

hable
talk: imperative form of the verb to speak; say, confesses.

haiga
Haiga: type of limousine. A car large but has few chairs with quota as a VolksWagen classic, but very comfortable.

hanasmussen
Hanasmussen: Sanskrit term that becomes esoteric meaning, of a person with dual Center of gravity. In Gnosticism, it is
represented in the réproba person who has cultivated within himself a better as venerable image before the members of
the order, and clandestinely expresses a promiscuous personality. Hell, with antagonistic meaning, traitor to the
doctrine, the son of perdition, bastard and malagradecido; that violent their oaths and delivers the mysteries entrusted to
the vulgar as secrets of the order - Jn. 6: 70-71.

hartarse
Gorge: reflexive verb form a lot.  filled with nuisance, teasing is getting tired.

heaven
Heaven: philosophical term which refers to a states of consciousness with an absolute mental clarity. Total sobriety in
life conditions usefull to society and the environment. Reasonable patriarchal. Hegemony whose oneiric experiences
have a descendent proyection  to world of the forms of the natural environment merely physical, in where each person
recognizes The King as an embodiment of Abba, The true God. Semitic model for an absolute government.

heaven
Justice: balance between dimensions or magnitudes at the same horizontal level.Harmony between musical
instruments. Vertical reflex in meaning psychosomatic. God&#'s Kingdom and its-----: The Kingdom of Heaven. Oneiric
sobriety similar to physical reflexes of senses. Consciousness. Fairness, use of Pure Reason. Lucid activity into dreams.

hebra
Thread: you shade it takes place within the luminous ACE, access over one eye. Twisted fiber that accesses through an
eye hole. Segment of thread together with a fringe of cloth. Sense of a thesis, the topic thread, meaning of a person by
their religious conviction - God not makes sense of people-, is pretending to be son of God by our religious conviction,
and not are Jews all Hebrews, or Hebrew all those who are Jewish.



hechizo
Spell: rudimentary, simple, that it has been manufactured outside endorsed technique, or according to a more primitive
technology. Artifice or empirical artist. Wild Rite to subjective interference. -zero: hypothesized, convinced a
superstitious power. Ordinary person with a morbid sensory faculty.

herria
Herria: vid of black grapes, which produces a thicker than normal fruits, among the rest of the vineyard. Slang term for
popular in the stables, with which formerly alluded to an assortment of useful tools in making horseshoes, bridles and
jaquimas, and the art of installing them to the beasts.

hidalgo
Hidalgo: Spanish dignity of medieval knights. Spanish version of the Knights of Breton literature. Mr, Knight Rider
crossed with military and ecclesiastical authority. Descendant of Spaniards very cultured, with military but very godly
attitudes.

hidalgo
Hidalgo: dignity of the Spanish Knights of the medieval. Spanish version of the knights  of Breton literature. Lord, Knight,
crusader knight with military and ecclesiastical authority. Desendant from Spaniard of highly educated, with some
military skills and very pious.

hijastro
Stepchild: adopted person or it be included tween heirs, but that was not engendered into family. Person involved into
rights of the biological children, without have nor even any trait of consanguinity.

hijo
Son: element emanated from another, which inherits a genotype, a karyotype or a philosophy-- of man: future human
generation, appearing as an exogenous or endogenous effect between parents. New wave or generation at the end of a
decade. The man later or more contemporary.

hiperbóreo
hyperborean: etymological word meaning " to the North " and that generally applies to native species of latitudes
between the Tropic of Cancer and the North Pole. Hyperborean man: reference to a second root race human
hypothetical, that derives from the ancient modification of the genus Protoplasmatico, in a sort of Asteroidea, and
adapted to live in the mist in the high fertile valleys around the polar circle Arctic. The Hyperborean, as the Asteroidea or
Starfish were echinoderms almost child and extremely sensitive to sunlight, so were adapted to opaque and dark places
from the nether to cloudy with snow-capped peaks.

hipótesis
Hypothesis: Hipos = low, junior and thesis = approach; proposal or approach a matter that should be subject to
consideration and thoughtful analysis for your test; example: the pre-Edénica civilization according to Genesis 4: 16-17.

histeria
Hysteria: symptom emosional very explosive, because of an extrinsic incentive.  (The effects of a hallucinogenic
element, are identified as a hysteria, which does not happen with emotional reactions caused by inherent, such as
dreams and visions transcendental 40 phenomena;Pentecost ) classified as psychosomatic, in the field of psychiatric
diagnosis.  ).



hjor
Hjor: Sanskrit term which should be interpreted as desert, desolation, loneliness, unity, breast; It makes express
reference to the impersonal expression of the inner being, acting in the dream-like environment. Hypothetical place
whose environment is located the scenery of dreams.

hjor ku xoans
Hjor: Sanskrit term that should be interpreted as desert, desolation, unit within; It refers expressly to the impersonal
manifestation of being internal, when acting in our dream-like environment. Hypothetical place whose location has the
scenario of dreams. Ku: name itself that gave the Egyptians to the hypothetical place which verifies the dreamlike
experience.   "Hjor Ku " It can be translated, according to the esoteric Gnostic liturgy as " desert Ku ". Xoans: sounds,
notes, music, singing, song, Psalm or Chiara.

hold
hold is incorrectly written and should be written as "To hold" being its meaning:<br>hold: verbal form in the conjugation
of TO HOLD ( Hold, hold, hold ) in English, first and second person singular, and the three forms of the plural.

homónimo
Namesake: different meaning between the words of the same language, with an approximately identical pronunciation -
awareness and consciousness; God and God; July and July; etc.

horario
Opening hours: from HORUS = Falcon. End of Egyptian origin, which meant fast. Relating to Horus, an Egyptian deity
with head of Falcon, flying from East to West, descorriendo the veil of Nun, (The night ) so Ra ( Sol ) you continue to
illuminate the Earth. Angle-: theoretical description of the hypothetical weather on a circle marked on system
sexagecimal from its Center with one of their radios. Difference in degrees between two points in the azimuth. Pointer
slower than a clock that indicates the interval between two adjacent hours. Program detailed by periods of time.

horizonte
Horizon: extreme horizontal visible from any point of the line of Earth at a height described at one point of the
Ordinance. Horizontal line parallel to the abscissa or land line.

hoye
Hoye: verb /; conjugation of the imperative form of the verb '' remains '' , for the second and third person singular tacit
[open holes] in the land; EJ.  the ( she ) open hole for planting. -hoye ( You ) the land for planting hoya = ( you ).  .  .

huestes
Hosts: multitude of individuals organized by groups, classified in different ranges according to the distinctive degrees in
the lines of command, advancing as a Horde in search of a goal. Civilization, alludes to an organized hosts,
discriminated settlement according to the socio-economic strata, that civilly applies according to the laws established in
the military regimes and the ecclesiastical canons.

humano
Human: rational. Biological descendant of man. Be -: the son of man; that develops reasoning from genetic messages,
intellect or legacies inherited data from generation to generation from ancestry.

huye



flees: verbal form in the conjugation of the verb flee in the Spanish language, for the third person singular number
nominal, pronominal and tacit in both genders. example: Juan flees, he flees, Juana flees, she flees, runs away...!

ideam
IDEAM : sust .  masc;  acronym or acronym referred to as the COLOMBIAN INSTITUTE OF HYDROLOGY,
METEOROLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES.  IDEAM is a public institution in Colombia, to provide technical
and scientific support to the National Environmental System, generating knowledge, producing reliable, consistent and
timely information about the state and dynamics of natural resources and the environment, which facilitates the definition
and adjustment of environmental policies and decision-making by the public sectors , private and citizenship in general. 

ignorancia
Ignorance: State of lacking awareness of information or reasonable knowledge. Negligence in the concept or
presentation of topics or indeterminate cases. Lack of care; indifference or neglect of the deserved attention.

imagen
Image: aspect of the speculated body, which can cause an impression on the observer. Printed or carved figure
representing something or someone with the same aspect. Bright reflection in a mirror moon as a sign visora.

incumbente
Incumbent: the incumbent. He said is of the subject and its dependence on someone who you are responsible for care,
counseling or administration in that case. Major character of a duty or obligation during the relationship, according to the
place that addresses:.. .of fathers to sons and sons to parents...!

indãgena
Indigenous: Indigos, the people of the India's own characters. Person of retrograde culture with complexion of hairless
Mongoloid face, dark complexion and very smooth abundant hair; Unlike the Aboriginal, typical in not civilized region,
which has clear complexion and doesn't feature of foreign ethnic groups.

ind¿gena
indigenous: ethnic group whose genotype reflects some ancestral with primitive 40 Indian, native relationship of the 41
India;. Characteristic feature of the native ancestor of the India, passed down from generation to generation through the
blood, hereditary way. Person of blue blood, complexion of the Mongoloid face, Indigo complexion and straight hair.

infula
infula : sust .  Flame; flame, hot steam that inflates the balloons.  Heat, embarrassment.  Generally used in the plural:
___s: air of grandeur, vanity, pedance, arrogance. 

ingerir
Eating: be ingestion. Eating. The swallow. Swallowing the tale; belief in a doctrine of a very naive way, when one
manages to influence us, or because others interfere with our way of thinking.

iniciarse
Start: ignite wine, begin to consume liquor.  Enroll or enroll in an order, legion, or secret society whose ritual of
admission and consecration, is included to try any liquor which represents the wine, which is considered the "drink of
salvation", but that is really the prohibi fruit juice do because of which all those who drink of it, lose the head.



injerencia
INTERFERING: introduce or involve one matter in another. The action and effect of interfering is interference, very
different from ingestion, which alludes to the action of introduce exogenous elements in the mouth. The interference is
notable, when it relates a scholarship, with the aim of profit or contraindicated effects of a drug; ingestion is evident in
the consumption of food, or if we accidentally swallow a coin, a stick of teeth or a lethal fluid through the esophagus and
the trachea it.

inocencia
Innocence: candor or simplicity of the element without guilt or unrelated to the offence which can be charged. Grace;
free nature of the temperament of a workteam or fluctuating.

interespacial
interspace: hypothetical relationship between two spaces or absolute dimensions. Example: virtual space and space
real; the real geographical picture and the dreamscapes. The affection is an interspace feeling, that can really impress
the nervous system with psychosomatic symptoms.

inverencial
Reverential: internally, oniricamente. Fraternal greeting used esoteric way by members of a Masonic character hermetic
society. It can mean.. .in your spirit, and is always prepended the word peace. Peace reverential: "That peace is in your
spirit ". It refers to the desire of a lucid, sober State of consciousness during sleep, during the scene of dreams while the
body sleeps. Quiet mind.

judaico
Judaism: what belongs to the Jews. Orthodox character of those presumed to be descendants of Zara, son of Judah,
the son of Jacob and had engendered in his daughter-in-law Tamar as Gn 38.

judaísmo
Judaism: skeptical conception of Orthodox Jewish, with a hypocritical attitude that boasts great piety. Sympathy for the
way in which the tribe of Judah exercises the priesthood, originally competition levitates. Fanaticism of Orthodox Jews,
which boasts a Semitic ancestry as descendants of Abraham.

judã¡
Judah: promiscuous Patriarch. Hebrew Hanasmussen, which dishonored the patriarchal prominence. Father of the
fourth inheritance of 40 Israel;Iudaea ). The devil, according to Jesus of Nazareth in Jn 8: 39-48;  ( because he fathered
in his daughter-in-law Tamar twins Fares and Zara - Gn 28-, which prostituyó of bribery 41 Judea congregation.

judão
Jewish: that you intend to and holds an Abrahamic offspring, a Semitic or direct heir of Judah, usurping an Aaronic
Pietism that do not understand. He is from Judea. Habits judaistas or Jewish religious customs.

justice
Justice: balance between dimensions or magnitudes at the same horizontal level. Harmony between musical
instruments. Vertical reflex in meaning psychosomatic. God&#'s Kingdom and its-----: The Kingdom of Heaven. Oneiric
sobriety similar to physical reflexes of senses. Consciousness. Fairness. Use of Pure Reason; lucid activity into dreams.

justicia



Justice: equity, balance between two dimensions or quantities with horizontal sense. Harmony, reflect fair with
psychosomatic vertically. Kingdom of God and his-: equality, accuracy between the spirits of the body and spirit;
consciousness, Lordship, use of the pure reason. Lucidity fair to the dreamlike experience.

justo
Right: with judgment; suitable person to justice. Balanced, reasonable, intelligent. The judgment acquires and Justice
makes ( the stability between two equipolentes concepts may be oblique-1 g of lead and 1 g of cotton - so the exact
correspondence between two matched concepts is justice, when its net weights correspond to the weight and legal
measure approved ).

knight
Knight: sober and temperate man, with excellent physical capacity. Medieval nobleman with a civil authority , military
and ecclesiastical. Male person in the use of all his senses, ablle to negotiate and solve  problems. Formal and
intelligent man.

kundalini
Kundalini: name given in the Indo-European Sanskrit to the ambivalence of the male, in térmonos Bible comes from the
ZOOID, the fertilizing animal entity donated by the male parent; It is feminine, and moves by the counterpart etheric of
the spine from the cóxis. According to the Gnostic philosophy, is as a serpentine fire at the athanor or bamboo cane,
which, according to the 4 exodus in the Bible, should remain subject to templante men who know how to govern his wife
and also his family. Kundalini, is embodied ( starring ) in the female gender, reason why the ISIS or Madonna of the
temples at Egypt, he came to be represented by a bronze serpent in the Pentateuko of Moses, and proto-Gnostics late,
of tantric worship, thought so that every boy should lift seven women, if he wanted to inherit the master's program, error
that later developed in polygamy.

lemur
lemur: mammal cuadrumano ( pl. lemurs ). Lemmur; human specimen seen in the secret doctrine and the Sanskrit as a
third race root ( pl. Lemmures ) and whose existence is considered an absolute truth, referred to as the Lemmuria in the
oldest primitive sacred historical records. The Lemmures were the result of the improved modification of the
Hyperboreans men, who stood on two legs to try to scale, developing head and limbs from the trunk, so it is assumed
were identified as about " 34 trees cats; in some Eastern legends. Hypothetically talking about sizes and heights
relatively lower in comparison to the Protoplasmaticos as a football field, and the Hyperboreans to half volume, while the
Lemmur was like a giant lemur with average between 18 and 30 meters and which later degenerated into primate
developing a prehensile tail from the coccyx.

ley
Law: Sanskrit term which translates 'Letter ' and applied to the textual part of a rule based on the canon. Literary
description of a government legislative agreements. Abstract constituent that he is approved as a country's Constitution,
and whose points and sides are separated in different books by chapters-(Moses Pentateuko, is a constituent prepared
to enforce the law with which twelve judges govern on twelve tribes of Israel, established as a settlement and promoted
to nation in what was called the ' Crescent ' in the Middle East.  ).

libertad
FREEDOM: autonomous faculty in humans conscious to do what they know if they do, looking for the results to be
useful, the reason for his attitude is absolute and its obvious aptitude. Absence of normal conditions to prevent the
advance or the development of an agent (g).  ( which gravitates )

libertinaje



DEBAUCHERY: disorder in the little reasonable attitude, to do what is best enjoyed with autonomy morbid or relaxed,
violating the best standards of living.

linia
line: type of bus passengers, whose open body presented by one side, a gateway to each of the movable chairs, which
arranged crosswise can hold more than four people. Lines, effective for transportation in rural areas and rough terrain, is
usually equipped with a rear table which serves to transport a sobernal, and which also serves as a base to the
staircase to the upper platform, called Grill. The technical design of a line ( also called BUS ladder ) it adapted for the
transport of goat and paraphernalia, to what they call the villagers clutter or junk.

línea
line: cutting in the structure model aerodynamics of the vehicle ( the line, car, bus ) or any type of ship ( boats and
aircraft ) showing a series of common features on its sides, and the front and rear facades of the fuselage or body. The
lines are a line or traditional model of buses and trucks with an open van fitted with transverse seats or movable
longitudinal seats.

llanta
RIM: term of French origin which refers to the covering of rubber, which protects the circumference of the wheel, while
you scroll through a tangent surface by way of footwear.

locutor
Announcer: person he professes the locution. Learning to handle his voice amplified through a medium, in continuous
speech in a pleasant way to listeners, uniting many words with unique value of not full sentences, in more coherent
sentences.

luzbel
luzbel: ingenuous splendor of Lunar bodies, which can reflect and build the light emitted from an exogenous ACE.
Luzbel, beautiful light, morning star, name that alluded to the splendor of a very old city, then in ruins, like Babel, Beth -
el, etc., according to certain passages of the Bible Genesis and the fourteenth chapter of the book of Isaiah, which refers
to the Kingdom of Babylon from Nabucodonosor I to Belshazzar, son of Nabucodonosor II. The devil.

maitreya
Maitreya: sacred term of Sanskrit Buddhism referring to the advent of the child Buddha in the future, being born of an
immaculate conception of others to exogenous fertility, cause of the Kamasutra tantra-sex-induced. The word Maitreya,
corresponds with the "Child Jesus " of the Christian Doxology, born as Messiah even from the Virgin womb of his
mother, without the participation of donor exogenous ( 41 biological father; as suggested in the Gospel of Luke 1: 26-38.

mamola
mamola: derogatory meaning, which referred to generally in plural - mamolas - and jeringonza vulgar expression 34
sucked them " referring to oral sex, as a characteristic aberration in others with which it disagrees.

manchego
Manchego: name of natural persons of the places known with the name of La Mancha, Spain. -the mountain: person
whose clothes gives an aspect laborer, reflecting their spots a continuous contact with bananas and bananas. Quixotic
camouflage of the walking gentleman with machas of wise of banana or dry blood. Soldier of filthy presentation and
disorderly appearance afforded an appalling image.



manufactura
Manufacturing: part of the manufacturing process of a commercial article, which is done by hand attending at the factory
as a auxiliary worker in various services, operators of plot them. Article made by hand, or with empirical or craft
techniques.

manuscrito
Manuscript: text or copying the original hand-written book version. Manúscrito: editing or exemplary copy of some
versions of the sacred history, written in own handwriting. Book sacred of Manu, which reveals in very old writings, some
hypotheses about the origin of the world and that only is given to know the high initiated scribes.

masoterismo
Masoterismo: set of exercises, points or rules that are put into practice according to law and other internal statutes that
apply to the Masonic congregation. Sacred profession, Holy orders, esoteric priesthood in Freemasonry.   ( The
Masoterico text, is the book of the law, which governed and must be applied within a sealed order. It is assumed that the
Hebrew Masorah, was originally a Masoterico text, inspired by God to Moses, and that outside taught them the Kings of
Israel and the prophets, in lucid dream-like visions, as he alluded to in some biblical passages: Deuteronomy 17, 14-20;
Genesis 28, 10-19; I 3, 5-15; San Juan 5, 19-20 san Juan 7, 16-19, among others.  ).

masotérico
Masotérico: Jesus said is the sacred history book that describes in detail the manners, duties, obligations and rights of
members of a Semitic Masonic society. Text-: first Sophia; Sanskrit Christian.

masón
Freemason: mass of wheat in the process of soaking, aimed at making bread. Large Maso; species of wood almádana
to hit with less forcefulness in carpentry. Porra, kind of heavy, useful iron in the forge of other metals hammer. A group
of people in the exotérico field, which are interested for the meaning of the mysteries of a priestly order and what study
the maso and his relationship with masonry utensils. Priest of the hermetic order. Adept of the fraternity which professes
an esoteric liturgy. Franc-: term of German origin that referred to the Member of the secret fraternity of "Brothers francs "
and later adopted as a translation of "Franc Harmman 34, sector hieratic esotérista in Nazi Germany.

matemática 014
 Mathematics : adj .  ; true to measurements, at scale, according to numbers.  ----s : System of conventional concepts
with which the properties of numbers and other signs and symbols are scientifically studied, as well as the relationships
that are established between them. 

matita de verbena
verbena matita: colloquial expression that alluded to in Colombia and South America to a tender verbena; medicinal
plant of bitter taste, and used as discipline, serves to correct children. Called-, the young girl who like to participate in
folkloric evenings and carnivals, in artistic presentations related to dance and dance.

mayã©utica
Maieutics: f. philosophical method used by Socrates, which is based on the idea of reminiscence, useful to recognize the
truth when occurs it; is to pose questions to the partner in a way that lead it to the absolute answer to respond and
objective:-what it is that nobody sees but your own when you sleep?  People: - "... the dreams?  " -"... that is what we
call truth, and according to the book 2Corintios 4: 7-18... Jacob was right!!   (Genesis 28: 10-18 ).

mayestã¡tico



Majestic: meaning of concerning the Majesty; the real prominence; the throne-: the authority of the King.

meditacion
Meditation: serene and reflective analysis which is approaching a subject. -deep: consideration which becomes an
issue, from the quiet observation level of the lucid dream, meanwhile the body enters a relaxation of rest. Rest. Rest,
physical and mental relaxation which can be accessed on a voluntary basis in search of the absolute truth. Enter into
rest. -Day: the Sabbath day ( among the Israelites ) Saturday or any day that the company grants for the rest of the
workforce.

mellizo
Twin: element contemporary to another from the same matrix. Not necessarily twins, twins are born the same day of the
same array or mold.  (Shoes, gloves, and other elements among themselves, may not be twins or twins, but reciprocal.
The inherent elements as part of a few glasses goggles are double rooms.

melodãa
Melody: musical combination of acute records, in a way that produces a sweet and pleasant feeling to the ear.
Succession of notes of a different, attentive to the chords accompaniments or musical composition. Part of music,
whose staves - usually in key Sun - correspond to the tap and singing.

melopea
melopea: monotonous and distorted singing stammering a drunk person.  Song off-key.

mesías
Messiah: Prophet of God, sent as a second witness at doomsday or Apocalypse of a generation, according to the book
11 of the the revelation, of san Juan Zebedeo. Jonas, Paraclete, dildo.  According to the book of Ezekiel 9, 1-11 is the
man that is supposed, incarnates the Holy Spirit as revealed truth for consolation to the poor, and all who suffer
calamities on Earth. Succeeding the Avatara, is not the person itself, but the power that has been invested from on high,
to convince the world of sin, of Justice and judgement according to the Scriptures, and the interpretation more
objectively the precepts and the prophecies - Mt 16, 1-4. -.

mesot¿rico
mesoterico: intermediate field in the process of understanding, between the enigmatic and all. Threshold of the mystery,
which connects the meaning of worship with the absolute truth.

metro
Subway: term of Greek origin that means " measured ". The Greek etymology provides affixes which most pristine
origins appear in Medo-persas and Aramaic languages:-Metro, is a sequence of equal segments whose units follow a
pattern of multiples or submultiples to be separated from the unit first and go to compose other magnitudes of greater or
lesser proportion always direct each other; EJS.: the bamboo cane; a train; subplano Cartesian, the urban
nomenclature, a keyboard, the score, etc. The word Metro, not only referred to a system of measures, but also to the
instrument as a pattern, containing exactly the unit convensionalmente adopted in such a way that, subway tailor, has
150 centimeters, while that of a bricklayer, reaches the 300 cms., or even determines in detail units and fractions in
systems not decimals and mixed--square: area which can be divided into thousand frames of a centimeter on each side.
Cubic metre: amount that is assumed, can caver in a bucket of 1mt per side.

miao
Miao: Meow; an expression that emulates the onomatopoeia of the domestic cat. Imitation of CRI du chat.



milicia
Militia: acceptation of the conscript. Been vigilant mood of hostile conditions. Obvious erogenous anxiety in physical
ability. Arrechera in the contingent person; uncertainty of sexual desires justified as defence dynamics. Forces, burning,
flush, Scarlet of the urged energúmeno element.

misingo
Misingo: misifus, docile, feline cat very tamable seriously and enigmatic character, you can call that by the means of the
expression - "MISSS...MISSS...DO MISSS?  " - toned in an acute natural note, to get their attention. Wild cat does not
understand such gesture, why that never comes and attends to the human person that calls it.

miss
Miss: misingo. In the onomatopoeia of domestic cats means " " friend, and is used to singing in an if Natural soprano for
the attention of 40 mascot;If you sang it at a record low voice, Jack does not hear, doesn't listen and doesn't understand
it. Therefore would not lend any attention to our call: " miss... miss... miss!  " -wild cat does not understand this call.  ).

modo
How to: way. Compelling idea in the theory of music, how to register seven of the twelve notes of a twelve-tone
extension, in such a way that is determined by a chromatic scale; -Greater: When starting the note E ( basic melodic ) a
semitone separates a sequence of two shades of one of three tones: E - 1 - 1 - 1/2 - 1 - 1 - 1. -minor: when the largest
succession, the third, fifth and sixth notes lost a semitone each: E - 1 - 1/2 - 1 - 1/2 - 1 - 1.

modo relativo
How to: way. -relative: reciprocal impression of a reflected phenomenon where the location of the notes or points of the
horizon line appear opposite ( the image reflected in the mirror shows the left hand as the 41 right;. Mode opposite in the
distribution of tones that preserves the reciprocity between the notes of two chromatic scales. A scale is relative of
another, when the basic note of succession in minor mode, is far in tone and a half of the fundamental note of the scale
in major mode; example: the minor of the scale of the ( natural ) It is relative in OJ 40 mode; natural ) for the notes not
suffer accident. Mode is on between the two scales with the same accidents, or sustained in succession disturbances
are equísonas to the flats of the other.

mole
Mole: unknown quantity of units, constituting a material body. -´cula: set of atoms or smaller units, comprising one of the
four elements of nature - fire, air, water or land.-- a: crush, break down a material body solid into smaller units. De-: tear
down or break a body constructed with solid elements of smaller size. Mill: machine or gear rotating devices, used in the
milling of grains or stems.

monalisa
Monalisa: appellative title which referred to the hypothetical ambivalent image of Leonardo Da Vinci, given that it was
assumed that it was a portrait of the Mona Lisa Gherardini, wife of Francesco del Giocondo Bartolomeo, reason by
which also has been called le "Gioconda " meaning the merry.

morceña
Morceña: description of the person's complexion dark, somewhat ignorant, devoid of beauty. Smoked skin pigmentation
bashed by the Sun or because of an exhibition continued in the heat of a coal oven or a fireplace. Matthew, Jinx, darker
than trigueño. Swarthy dull; Matte, opaque gray pigmentation.

morir



die: [used generally as reflective - die, die], crazy ( ___se ) lose reason, lose the head, losing consciousness, get drunk,
lock due to alcohol and/or drugs.

mostrarse
Show: be seen, be funny, displayed in front of others.

muerte
death: loss of reason, soul or life. Insanity, loss of head, beheading.

mundo
World: System of heterogeneous things. Excessive amount of elements in the chaos or disorder. Confusion of ideas,
madness. Hypothetical, where East of waiting that dawn or a light signal is assumed. Madness. Natural obscurantism or
inhibition of the moral precepts. The light of the-: the Christ. Light signal in the darkness of the Middle East, which
manifests itself as an Avatara or a Messiah, announcing a prophetic theses. Foundation of al-: hypothetical
contemporary civilizations to Nod in the biblical Genesis, origin and history of where Enoch mother and wife of Cain was
born.

musitando
hissing: singing gently with lips or near the ear of another person.

musulmania
Musulmania: great Babylonian culture. Libertine culture and glamorous of the Babylonians sultans. Babylon the great.
Swanky debauchery itself and very common in Arab social classes of high lineage and economic power.

natural
Natural: that is innate as a quality or a particular defect. Wild, original, native, native, mundane, earthly.

nazaret
Nazareth: derogatory Hebrew that is alluded to the zone of tolerance or suburb, the neighborhood low social stratum
zero u holla social. Neighborhood arrabal, usually inhabited by street destitute slum area. Nazareth: village or settlement
of Hebrew people in Israel, usually displaced by the violence and the hostility of the Roman Empire.

nicolaãta
Nicolaíta: supporter fan of a religious doctrine which defends the whoredoms and immoral practices, such as a right to
life; his worst affection, consisted of pay worship to an idol to which an image was lifted to divinizar her in front of her
immoral rites.

ninfomanã
Nymphomaniac is incorrectly written, and should be written as "nymphomania" being its meaning:<br>nymphomania:
mania or addiction of the woman nymphomaniac, which consists of a symptom of constant weakness to erotic stimuli.
Uterine fury caused by exacerbated and uncontainable sexual desire in women suffering from it, like an obsession by
the erotic fantasies. Arrechera or uncontrollable zeal in the erotic nature of the female human being.

noria
Ferris wheel: wheel that rotates vertically hanging from its axis; used as fair contraption, is endowed chairs for



entertaining people of Carnival; endowed of buckets mobile, rotates and collects water from the well or Brook.
Bochinche, talk; It is said is " who will say...  34, " I would say...  " or " what people say...  " gossip, gossip, fun, bulla,
scandal, tabloid clamor in the mutiny and the feast of a crowd.

nota
Note: point, quotation memorial. Annotation or registration. Record sound to a given level of vibration frequency. -Figure:
grammatical sign used in the theory of music, to represent the duration of a sound. Verbally to the conjugation of the
verb noted, the third person singular number, with which it is suggested anyone see or persuades any detail.

nóumeno
noumenon consist: term used to refer to the actual topic in Yes to which reference is made in the psychoanalytic. As
opposed to the phenomenon, which is the idea or misconception that is about the actual topic in Yes to which reference
is made. Examples: a photograph of a landscape, is phenomenal. The real landscape is the noumenon consist of
photography. In the same way, if we speak of something or someone simply, imagine it and the idea or image of the
aforementioned, it is phenomenal... The noumenon consist is the be live or inert, person, animal, thing or matter itself
which is authentic and as it is really.

numeración
Numbering: numbered discrimination of figures or nominal quantities. Census of coded bumpers, to determine the
population explosion on the political map. Signaling by number, which separates or determines the margins of a
subaltern garrison. Identification; identification.

número
Number: each of the regular characters in an accounting system. Figure graphics with an indeterminate value. Quantity
expressed in a single figure; quantitative concept. -Primo: quantity only contains exactly a common one-- Par divider:
divisible exactly between two-- s: fourth of the books of the Pentateuch of Moses, that gathers statistical figures on top of
two censuses of the village of Israel, and certain quantitative order details related to the cost of sacrifices and
offerings-share - OS: abundant, he takes his datallado count.

obseso
obsessed: madman, who suffers from obsession. That is assumed is possessed by a spirit. Medium in trance, which
assumes is obsessed by a spiritist institution. Victim of psychosomatic obsession, caused by the interference of a
morbid intelligence, usually of a sexual nature.

obviar
Ignore: remove, set aside, separate. Withdraw from in between the obstacle that prevents from seeing clearly.

obvio
Obvious: environment strand. Space clear by where is passed a strand or an axis. Image seen clearly through a hole, or
the lens of a camera. Translucent effect of a crystalline body. Straight rifled serving approach between spotlight and the
horizon.

ojo
Eye: organ or artifice which reflects the distant opaque points under the light. First point of focus in which is supposed to
start a bright as. Access hole. Translucent area of a circle.



oniria
Oniria: term of Sanskrit origin, with which alludes to the Admirable name of the promised land, and that corresponds with
the exact image of the real landscape into geography, but that only you can visit if you enjoy special sobriety and mental
lucidity, when we entered physically at rest, to act estelarmente in dreams. País de las Maravillas. Heavenly paradise,
known as Nirvana in the Eastern Scriptures. Hypothetical scenario which assumes, verifies the first creation according to
the biblical Genesis. In principle, all the Sidereo abstract space.

onomatopeya
Onomatopoeia: faithful reproduction of a characteristic sound. Voice of the animals. The cries of a parrot are not his
onomatopoeia, but the onomatopoeia of the human voice or other sound reproduced in the chatter of the Parrot.
Condensation of electrical impulses taxed, detected via the audio player in a tape recorder or a broadcast to air signal.

orden
Order: Harmonious distribution of allocations and assignments to members of a logistics Corps. Regular channels or
imposition of ranks or levels in the chain of command. Seniority or rank in the elite, the militia or the Masonic priesthood.

organizacion
Organisation: action and effect of organizing. Accommodate a set of characters, in such a way that each represents the
concept of his notes, levels, or degrees, in the manner of the 40 keyboard; by ranks 41 soft extension; a body, so that
the harmony in a vertical sense can register horizontally. Examples: the rungs of a ladder; the chain of command; a
keyboard; a detachment; the library; the computer program; etc / significadode.org /.

organizacion
Organization: action and effect to organize. Order by ranges in a only one set, the distinctives or characters, in a way
that any one can them find to each one of them in a list thanks to the notes, like play piano or in the keyboard of one
organ; and the harmony, that it&#'s in a vertically address, also it can be  in horizontally. Example: the rung of a ladder;
the line of army commanders and the soldiers in the detachment; any key board; the computer program; and so on.

ortologãa
Ortología: general knowledge of the words written and spoken language, which allows the caller with better meaning
explain a particular topic. Compelling clarity of property rights that we speak or write. Objective assertion of a matter.
Ideal teaching. Teacher training in the interpretation of a language specific idioms. In contrast: Paraphasia, confusing or
wrong assertion, absurd.

oscuridad
Darkness: extrinsic phenomenon that affects the sense of sight, producing a dark reflection in the brain. Technology
allows to break the darkness light elements that reflect photons on the opaque bodies to develop, releasing the brain of
the dark feeling. Darkness consists of the brain sensations to the impression of darkness extrínceca.

palabras
Words: plural of Word. Said is in the plural, usually to refer to the profane vocabulary; Bad-, profanity. Set of readable
characters in the grammar of a language, to be interpreted in phonetic forms, can be verbally articulated during the
written or oral intercommunication.

paleontología
Paleontology: science which deals with the study of fossils of extinct organisms in remote times.--Gnostic: objective
analysis of the history of the organic beings disappeared, from serene reflection and meditation in records Akashic,



hidden in the carbon of the DNA molecule, vivenciándolos oníricamente.

paleontología
Paleontologist: Scientist who analyzes fossil traces of extinct organic beings. -a: woman who studied or can exercise
Paleontology.

palmatoria
Candlestick: device shaped plate with a handle, designed to withstand a candle safely. Spotlight: instrument liturgical
Hebrew, where are the seven candles, as a symbol of the seven churches of Asia minor and his priests ( called Angels
in Revelation ) subject to the Jewish Church of Jerusalem.

paraãso
Paradise: from to = next to, and ISO = equal; comparative word of Sanskrit origin, which is defined in a single word
parallel dimension or an illusion speculate antimatter. It said was an oneiric or implausible area in the hypothetical and
exotic place. -Terrestrial: land of promise; wild environment of lush wildlife. Hypothetical garden of absolute promise that
can be compared to the specular reflection of a creation even unscathed.

parle
Parle: is third person singular for the verb conjugation parlar, which means talk, talk, make sounds, pray.

parlotee
Boasting: talk like a parrot.  .  . !

parloteo
Chatter: registration confusing for many onomatopoeias voice who emulates them of instinctive or unreasonable way.
Cloying agitation of the language, emitting voices incoherent in the manner of a parrot. Refrain of some parrots or
people with abnormal symptoms schismatic.

pecado
Sin: action and effect of sin. It has freckles; stamped or tattooed that it alters the cleanliness of the lighter colors. Design
printed on the fabric of a garment for the military use, which allows a manchego camouflage, in the manner of a
chameleon. Man-: manchego; the English channel; disguised as a soldier of camouflaged.Attitude hostile, nasty person,
whose petulance and arrogance causes exile and abominable devastation.

pecuario
Livestock: of PEKUNI = profit and ARIAS = cultivation. Said was operating exclusively from animal and affix to AGRO = (
Earth, soil fertile ) determines the correlation between the goals of an industry whose elements are fruits animal and
vejetales; Agricultural: Sciences studying how best to exploit Cattles and crops. Beekeeping, fish etc., among others, are
agricultural sciences as its animal elements inherent in a technically exploited flora.

perro salvaje
Wild dog : Lycaon , wolf , dingo : ( noun and adjective ) - licaon, wild dog very voracious.  Dingo, Wild Australian dog
very similar to the Siberian wolf. 

piel roja



Redskin: native to Central and North America. Derogatory in which Britons alluded to the native of the fifth continent.
Use also in plural and preceded article, where Spanish refers to the natives of the Caribbean, who ungían with animal
grease mixed with a red plant pigment. Esoteric anthropology considers the Redskin, as a feature of the fifth root race in
the human species also, taking into account that there are of course common complexion people.

pitoniso
Oracle: effeminate male that boasts of Warlock. As opposed to the word fortune teller, there is a linguistic designation to
the male gender of this word, derived from the union of two roots namely: Python, which means great serpent, and Isis,
which means Egyptian Priestess, and that alludes to the female gender as a serpent of the Nile or liberated women in
the Bible, according to the book exodus 4 mythology, strictly speaking, 1-5where the male without Temperance is
exposed to the ridiculous.

postulaje
postulaje: technical placement of fingers, listed according to their place in the left hand or the right, which allows the best
record a chord or a melodic arpeggio in the musical instrument.

predictiva
Predictive: Word or part of a phrase or sentence of the saying or proverb, which suggests an intentional logical response
indicated as in the polling. Example of the predicted:-"Water that you don't have to drink...?, - different answers:-"... let it
run!  ". First part of the responsorial prayer ritual or liturgical offices:-" the Lord is with you!...  "-else responds with:-" and
with your spirit...!  ". Non-predictive words or phrases which are repeated as a response or answer a greeting:-good
morning!, but the orders of courtesy in the closed order of an outstanding community, as in the case of a voice
command:-attention!  Firm! - (Attention!, is a predictive voice of the order of the command to which they obey and
respond politely subordinates.  ).

preterito perfecto simple
Simple perfect preterite : idiom or way of talking about something in the past time, using the auxiliary verb 'have' before
a participle, to refer to something that may be happening in the present time.  So : Auxiliary Word Participle Present . 
Example : -"everyone has seen how to sing" .  Simple perfect preterite-time idiom differs from COMPOSED mode, in the
explicit use of time in the main verb.  Example : - "all HAN - SEE That I SING in the mornings".

principio
Principle: origin, vacuum illuminator. Idea that is gestated as a protoplasmatica way of thinking, before the literal or
graphic project. The higher mind endowed with absolute wisdom and intelligence. Dream in which things that are not yet
physically tangible look. Nothing real but objective.

profeta
Prophet: illuminated by the Sun abstract all ABBA, acquiring power to interpret the 40 Sanskrit;Scriptures ) supporting
the veracity of God by the dreamlike experience depending on the version of Genesis 28: 10-17. In contrast, the falso_,
has no dreamlike lucidity and testimony of his visions sobriety is obviously false.

promitente
promitente: any of the parties that sign, and that is committed to a mutual Pact in a serious manner to keep absolute
fidelity agreements.

prosterno
I bow: kneeling, knees with her face on the floor, ideal.



proto
Proto: prefix that it means PRIMER-O - A, and precedes to other terms, indicates the first model or even imperfect
Genesis; -zoo: germs or microorganisms belonging to the Kingdom animal; - type: original version of a living being or an
invention, which evolves in its presentation.

protognã³stico
Protognóstico: person that he ventured into the mystical experiments, and trains intellectually with purely theoretical to
about knowledge of an endotérica philosophy. Early supporters of studies related to the esoteric Sciences and
Gnosticism.

protoplasmático
protoplasmatic-a: relating or belonging to the protoplasm or albumin; as a gel. Sun, with interconnecting living bodies.
Race - a: hypothetical specimen of the human, Monster genre of large morphological characteristics relate it to the
starfish's five tips and moved like a big egg without shell devouring everything that crossed his path. Protoplasmatic
man's existence is seen in Sanskrit and Theosophy as an absolute truth, and the historical records sacred oldest of the
India and Tibet, pray that it was the first root race of mankind, with seven sub-races that mutated through many
millennia, improving gradually in other subsequent root races, until reaching the current human formrelatively smaller
sizes and statures.-[source: Genesis 1: 26-31;] H. p. Blavatsky's secret doctrine]-.

pseudopodia
Pseudopodia ( a ) : that has or generates false legs; false foot, tentacle.  It has arms or tentacles with which it clings to
move.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be orthopedic prostheses are mechanical articulated
pseudopodias

punto
Point: ortógrafo, lunar or minimum nature of an expression. Detail, obvious choice closed. Apparent circle of small
aspect, which leaves no space nor tolerates light. Exact location within the perimeter. Visible orthographic printing.
Objective distant signal to the eye.

punza
Punctured: extreme sharp needle or bayonet. Tip of a nail from metal or wood. Ponzoña, some insects such as wasps
and scorpions-sting - a: infinitive of the verb, for your third person singular conjugation: the punctured, she punctured, it
punctured.

que es novena
ninth: session or set one to nine of them, in which a group of people pious and mourners meets to worship a stellar or
already deceased character. Female sense of a fractional number that indicates one of the nine parties that divides a
whole, a unit, or a collection. -of bonuses: cult of nine sessions, which gives each December to the Christ child in
commemoration of his Nativity. Ritual funeral which comes to the wake and the funeral ceremony, in which, for nine
nights is pray by one or several newly dead people.

que quiere decir chepe
Chepe: name or nickname of Jose. Used as a synonym for collector, sales consultant dedicated to the collection of
delinquent portfolio.

que significa invicto
undefeated: owner of victory, winning, worthy of living. It said are champion who did not ever lose other goals, stages,



parties or battles.

querer
Love: wish longingly something or someone that is not within our scope; Example: - "I want to guava " by - " I want
guava " by - "I want to eat guava, but there is, but only pears " or "I love Laura " -" I want to be married to Laura ". Other
meaning or sense that takes a phrase, is when it loves, when he has tasted and it has been enjoyable: - " I like, I am
happy, I love the guava " -"I love Laura, only to her ". In a figurative sense, love is pretentious, but love is objective, the
full use of the sense of belonging, which, the spirit participates in the other element freely and with all property.

quijote
Don QUIXOTE: ído, typical character that boasts his starring role. Incarnation of a role assigned to the least appropriate
actor. ESPON assumed a leading role in the Ohio of its ambulatory mental state. Wandering; prodigal much walking,
prisoner of his own same, acting according to his own spirit. That it boasts chivalry. Rhetorical figure of an indomitable
Centaur. Manchego rider with military air.

rana
Rana: batracio frog resembling a frog with epiceno genre, with retractable and sticky tongue which can fire as does a
chameleon when House insects. By way of - s: speaking insolence; with foul-mouthed aspect, as hunting insects.

real
Real: on the Kingdom. That it belongs to a King. True. Geometric or arithmetic body in space and present time of
experience, whose sharp image is not distorted or alters the senses. With exact full reflection. Authentic. Ideal.

realidad
real: that there is in fact either visible or invisible. -ity: infinite set of things that actually exist. Noumenon consist of a
thing or matter expressed or represented through a literally allegorical form. Belonging or relating to the King or to the
Kingdom.

redención
Redemption: re-edención, opportunity justified on the merits, because of the virtues and good works of who is doomed
to destruction. Restoration of the merits; Salvation, recovery after the pardon. Objective and absolute regeneration.
Resumption of the work with suitable and absolute basic elements.

regla
Rule: elementary imposition of the terms, in a verbal way and absolutist-- three: simple or compound, mathematical
approach to fractional base. Didactic tool to draw lines or establish a metric scale. This Rod measure, with symmetrical
divisions. Dial printed with metric characters. Mens; temporal Cadence of the biological processes of the female gender
in vertebrates, during the time of ovulation. Exposed blood flow.

reglamento
Regulation: orderly provision written exposed to the knowledge of the members of a society, to participate in special
conditions approved by the Assembly, complying with its duties and obligations, that allow them to enjoy rights.

rehidratar
rehydrate: emparamar again, become trapped water again, soak.



relinchar
Neighing: play neighing effectively emulating the voice of horses.

relincho
Whinny: onomatopoeia of the horse. Approximate emulation of the voice of the horses. Neighing, action and effect of
playing the voice of the horses.

reloj
Clock: RELOX = presented, worn, exhibited, modern, Act. Term origin Arabic that it can be translated as timely, current,
present the latest. Artifice in a visible place, which equipped with a mobile signal determines the current time within the
zones. Sundials, which projected shade from a mast called Meridian on a Board stated in degrees were originally
constructed.Then appear the water clocks, consisting of the intercommunication of two glass funnels, who passed by
gravity sand or water by drops through a common cone. Mechanical watches, above the electric clock and the electronic
pointed to the current time with bolts rotating, to refine the way to do it with light signals on a digital Board equipped with
memory and systematic encouragement.

reminiscencia
Reminiscence: idea or philosophical conception of an event or old data given with prior-- s: añoranzas, old letters, living
traces that are reminiscent of a story, event or time since passed. Music of yesteryear. Repertoire of ancient works.
Memory or a longer lived past melancholy feeling.

repica
tolls: verb / verbal form of the third person singular.  Conjugation of the verb ring in third person singular; it rings, rings. 
-r: ringing, sonar / Jesus said be emulated the onomatopoeia of the bells sound and voice.  Playback and record sound
of the Bell Tower.

reptil
Reptile: body position in which to scroll on the solid surface, dragging on a parallel plane. People or animals that reptan
moving on a plane parallel 40, bats, snakes are reptiles ). Movement of a logistical body during tactical training.

respeto
Respect: assessment of the usefulness of substantive in time. Discretion to the alleged competence of an element,
active in his good time. Discretion to the rights of others.

retrã³grado
Retrograde: retro = back and Gradus = level, note. Said is bemolea or low degree level. Cultural monotony, stagnation
of the processes of development over a long period of time. Deterioration of the update on the technology. Nothing
modern.

revelaciã³n
Revelation: the book's title from the testimony of St. John the Apostle, of his prophetic visions during his exile in the
island of Patmos, approaching the events of the last decade of that century, and which was taken as the title of the last
book of the Bible in the 39 version;Translation of the new world of the Holy Scriptures ' Jehovah's witnesses. Biblical
sense of the word Apocalypse, non-etymological analysis, and that according to the Jehovah witnesses, described the
testimony of Juan.



romano
Roman: originating in Rome, the capital of Italy. -a: iron scale equipped with arm escalimetrado which swung a fair ball
called PESA, to justify the weight of a body or equipolente amount, establishing their equivalence. Original meaning of
the romantic character or nature judaísta of the schismatic people, when they boast a Semitic descent being the result of
promiscuity - Romulus and Remus - living representation of Fares and Zera, to be raised by a she-Wolf, derogatory that
alludes to a woman as Tamar, according to Genesis 38.1-30. In the philosophy Cemita, - > or Jew, is a synonym for
exogenésico.

saciado
mouthfuls: adj. / past participle of satiated, satisfied; full, having the stomach to ful, no hunger or thirst.

salva
Salva: relationship or a logistical body part, which is reserved downward. Powder low explosive, not catapult warheads
and that can be used as a deterrent or persuasive sign. Explosive plastic devoid of not forceful shim cartridge, very
useful in tactical training. -je: wild animal. Brutal and abhorrent thing that afraid of what produce you noises more
distressing than their onomatopoeias. -ing: licensing, pardon. Release or decommissioned for a contingent Act.
Discrimination of elements or individuals in a search. Act of absolution to the penitent.

san luiseño
San luiseño: inhabitant.  It is said is a native person or object natural or originating in any population that is called San
Luis.

sangre
Blood: fluid flowing through a body of the animal Kingdom, as a synthesis of the process of the transubstantiation of food
nutrients. Mutant vehicle of inheritance, who after nurturing the bodies of a system, migrate through the veins in search
of oxygen before flowing to other indeterminate system through the arteries. Body of knowledge which, as a
philosophical thesis, are transmitted to a posterity. -Christ: allusion to the Semitic innate wisdom in Aryan Hebrew,
represented by the blood of a Virgin lamb, during the Era of Aries. Biblically, the liturgical wine which is distributed
among the neophytes of a camera is minor and pure water, which is drunk instead of wine in the ceremonies of upper
Chamber, the members of one larger congregation, and representing the meaning of the knowledge of good and bad in
the wedding at Cana or the last supper, St. Luke 22: 10-11.

sanscrito
Sanskrit: San = sacred and Scrit = write; version written for the sacred history. Carateres described purposes
doxológicos system. Sacred Scriptures. Bible; literary style that were described to fist lyrics, the gytas and Vedic sacred
chants, whose original paradigm is attributed to the Grand Master Vyasa, whose path know the prophets of the Semitic
doctrines. Prophetic language philosophical accent applied in coded translation of sacred texts. Talk-: ortológicamente
explain the meaning of the párabolas; speaking in tongues, doxologar.

santo grial
Holy Grail: the Sagrada Familia. Descendants of Shem, son of Noah, son of Adam, son of God. Airtight term with which
is esoterically, refers to a conscious fraternity, whose members participate in peace, an oneiric activity in lucid, while
your body is at rest - (Bible: Genesis 28, 10-19; I 3, 5-15; Hebrews 3, 7-19; Revelation 21, 1-4 ).

satchariel
AM: PM = Mmmm...: term mántrico with Sanskrit meaning, musitado simple or suffix vowel, allowing the brain a better
able to reflect as someone useful-- ar: lavish warmth and affection for everything with evolutionary interference regard
us.--or: altruism without or interest. Objective and forward-looking vision of the likeness of God in the alien image,



without meaning of gender or appearance. Discretion or respect in the charismatic attitude.

sábado
Saturday: from Hebrew Sabbath = rest. Hypothetical glow in the oneiric field. Day of the Lord. Hebrew term in the
Pentateuch, which referred to the day off after six in the week.

seã±or
Mr: male tamplante and virtuoso, with so many qualities that justified their old defects can elect and be elected rector for
having the wisdom of a venerable old man, the heart of an innocent child and the light of the Holy Spirit.

seã±ora
Lady: she loves House. Woman par excellence; Person of the female gender who holds a position as a help meet for
the master. Title of dignity of female gender on a prominent throne. Smart woman whose wisdom is evident in his
silence, and their decisions are for the consideration of its eminent guiding.

semana
Week: Latin term of Semitic origin, which alludes the activity in agricultural tasks. On time, which in theory adds share
rest requiring six daytime hours, at a rate of four hours a day, and made effective on a seventh day with 24 hours off
what they called the Hebrews Saturday; a week begins - in the Jewish tradition - in the vésper on Saturday, in the
Gregorian system, are 18: 00 or Eve on Sunday, bringing about confusion, because of the unclear interpretation of the
term rest, in the Adventist meaning.

semita
Cemita: Sanskrit term which refers to a parishioner as a descendant of Shem, taking account of the genealogy is
described in philosophical sense, when the adept of the hermetic order exceeds the esoteric degrees of his Ascension,
regaining his dreamlike lucidity, in such a way that even in their sleep experiences can stay sober and conscious.

semita
CEMITA: - philosophical sense - descendant of Shem, son of Noah. Venerable Gnostic. Person more than grades and
cameras of initiation. Christian; living sober in Christ, the city Bet - the glittering in the dimension of the experiences of
the dream, according to Genesis 28: 10-19. The natives of the Gangetic plain boast a Semitic descent, but wisdom is
justified by their children, that is, the fruits of the knowledge of the mysteries, evident in the master's degree or degree of
lucidity during the dream-like experience. In contrast, not all Jewish, Hebrew, Hebrew, Israeli or Jewish is Semitic,
because the inheritance is received for adoption when the Antichrist wakes up from his madness and converted to the
wonderful light dream, in the manner of a Saul of Tarsus.

semitismo
Semitism: exact conception about the significance of "The truth " as a spiritual reality inherent to a lucid life during the
vision of dreams. Sobriety in the spirit, the material body entanto sleeps. Virtue, evident in the innocence and simplicity,
own baby of all creatures. Meekness of a being, generally, a human who is supposed to known "The truth " to be a "Be
free ". Thesis messianic, which proclaims the adoption of males as descendants of Shem, son of Noah, when reached
the sobriety complete while you dream, even when the body is at rest. Antithesis: anti-Semitism.

sereno
Serene: Terol, cool, quiet, calm temperament.It said were the candoroso or moderate, mood that no heating up catch-up
to who receives, such as the light of the Moon or the glow of the stars.



sexo
SEX: from the latin SEXUS meaning cut, is a word that simply refers to the division of a species in two genders
MASCULINE and feminine, as different groups according to their characteristic bodies on the mechanics of
reproduction. Intercourse, contact, relation, intersection or biunivocal correspondence between sexed bodies.

shadow
Shadow: cone of dimness that falls over opaque bodies, affecting the optical ilusion. Dark furrow because of interruption 
of direct path of photons. Denial of the possibilities of clear vision, becouse of one opaque agent that be opposes
between a target and the eye.

sicoemocional
sicoemocional is incorrectly written and should be written as "psychoemotional [sicoemocional ( accepted 41];" being its
meaning:<br>sicoemocional: psychoemotional. Concerning the dream and subconscious emotions.

sidéreo
Sidereal: hypothetical circumstantial cavity inside a large bubble of water called ORB, surrounded by the great ocean
Circunstancial, whose Vault is sustained throughout a system of worlds. In figurative sense, is the apparent material
aspect of the Aelohim Abba - God of the Semitic - Mc 14: 36.

siglo
Century: each of the ten parties equals that splits a Millennium. Lot of people whose birth registration appears within a
span of 100 years and they still live. Generation or new wave of families; population explosion in each decade.

significado de significado
MEANING: from Segno = sign and Fisso = fixed; Idea or specific signal of what is intended to do or say.
Correspondence between ideas of different kinds; Parallelism of synonymous ideas which allows a better harmony in
translating or interpreting the reciprocal character. Reflective ortología. Complete explanation of the signs or gestures.

singnificado de lengua
Language: internal, moderately mobile body consisting of a moderately retractable Appendix located on the inside of the
mouth of animals. Oral expression that stimulates other senses. Word or set of oral expressions with own meaning,
used in a language. -je: a set of ideas originally expressed through language, and that can be interpreted and described
quite literally, through hieroglyphics, graphs or ideograms. Igneous emanation during combustion, flame, incandescent
vapor column. Strip of fabric or sheet, with an elongated shape that turns on one of its ends. Part of footwear that covers
the instep--cow: poligonacea of yellow or green, flowers whose roots are extracted the rhubarb--ox: boraginacea of blue
flowers, very common in the Mediterranean--Provence style: ancient language of Provence, which is assumed,
emanated the word oc to say Yes in many dialects with Roman accent, and is later adopted in the literary styles of the
French in the middle ages.

sinonimos
Synonyms: terms of a language whose acepciónes agree a same definition and meaning; eg. EAT - EAT; INFLUENCE -
INTERFERING; TALK - PARLAR;  MOTHER - MOTHER; TRANSLATE - MOVE.

sobernar
sobernar: load, add sobernal or package to the suggested load rating or that I could convey. -the quota: add elements of
gender different to the type of traffic; said is vehicle which is on put packages, animals or people, over the legal standard
approved by the competent authority; e.g., - line: put load on the body of an open bus--mules: put on the bottle-nosed



beast charge another package as sobernal.

sombra
Shadow: Cone of light that falls on the opaque bodies affecting the optical illusion. Dark Groove by the interruption of the
direct passage of photons. Denial of opportunities objective Visual, due to an opaque agent that opposes between a
target and the eye. Sure the junior printing.

sombrilla
Umbrella: cockpit of fabric or very opaque plastic, which is held in a fixed radiaje by an end to an accomodation sliding
and embraced to the vertical axis that expands that lavishing shadow or contracted it a range, to save it. When the
awning is waterproof, will display to protect who uses the effects of rain, so it changes to a second nombre:paraguas.

sostenido
Sustained: pitch of the string when its natural height in the air exceeds a degree. Natural note by a chromatic scale, that
because of the way alters a degree to the acute. Critical accident of the hue of minor mode, when the basic melodic
register a sharper than the natural level: C, Fa, Sol are less so.

spirit
Spirit: Biblical term, which is written with &#'S&#' initial capital, when it refers to a Divine aspect like of the sun when it
shines with white light, radiant and lethal to the physical eye. The Truth; The Oneiric Sun. Written with  small &#'s&#'
initial, matches the description of each dreams image. Compelling idea  of astral body or impersonal vehicle into dream
or invisible life. The arithmetic part of the elemental nature.. The word &#'Spirit&#' and &#'spirit&#' are homophones, into
the orthoepy Biblical and the Doxology -Jn 4:24-, explaining the hided meaning  of each word separate, referent
consciousness and the visions of dreams.

stays
stays: 40 language 41 English; - no tacit grammatical form of the conjugation of the verb TO STAY = stay for the third
person singular number, in which as a spelling rule requires verbal termination '' s '' - and '' is '' when the last letter '' and
'' the word is preceded by a consonant: FAMILY: FAMILIES: families.

surco
Groove: row or training online with ambiguous direction of characters or elements to the side and a cultivated street
side.

talabarteria
saddlery is incorrectly written, and should be written as "saddlery" being its meaning:<br>Saddlery: handicraft which
consists of the construction of tents. Originally we used leather as raw material, which to be prepared ideally sewed
pieces to constitute both the ceiling, and several of the belongings and furniture inside the property interest of the
nomadic cultures. Currently, advanced technology provides other materials useful in saddlery, namely canvas cotton or
hemp, and synthetic rubber and cordoban materials. Because of modern technology and techniques, can become
confused with leather goods, consisting in the production of garments and accessories such as handbags and hats, as
well as, useful tools in the area of agricultural industries, such as the mounts of the stables, tentacles, skins and
guarnieles.

tangente
tangent: respect. That touches, Concerniente. Relate or engages outsiders, ingesting from the surface in functions or
internal activities of a circle, a pulley or an elite.



tangente
tangent: respect. That touches, Concerniente. Relate or engages outsiders, ingesting from the surface in functions or
internal activities of a circle, a pulley or an elite.

temperance
Temperance: suitable rigidity. resistand character of consideration. Capacity at time  to forge a sword , that the same
man uses to impose  his will. Virility; male capacity to demonstrate lordship. Aptitude of a commander above  his
subordinates.

templante
templante: person of demanding, rigorous, virtue of temperance, vertical character in its provisions and requirements.
Quality of the forged steel of high density. Hard consistence of some metals used in the forging of swords.

templanza
Temperance: proper stiffness. resistant nature of the consideration. Fully at the time of forging a sword, the same man
wields to impose its will. Virility; physical capacity of the masculine gender to demonstrate Lordship. Suitability of the
Dragon for the junior or subordinate.

tendero
shopkeeper: SADDLER, a craftsman who manufactures tents and marquees for circuses and trucks. A person who has
or works in a shop. Worker in a circus company that is in charge of extending the tents around the masts to hoist them
on ceilings on stage.

teogonía
Theogony: generation or origin of the gods in paganism. Marginal side reserved to alleged characters and deities in
Theosophy, which relegate images of people, animals and things that surrendered cult throughout history. Location of
minor gods images adorning the temples, in allusion to rays emanating from a Supreme divinity.   (Christianity, created a
Trinitarian icon, in which are located three divine images, represented by an old days, a Messiah and a dove ).

teología
Theology: the study of divine matters, and the direct relationship between the divine and the material, based on the
spirit. It —, not depends on religion, but it is originally related to philosophy, for his activity in a doctrine, which could allegedly generate points of view antagonistic, within a same religious thesis, causing Protestant disagreements.

teoricismo
Teoricismo: tendency to believe in a sympathetic way in speculations, stating the theory and naming authorities, famous
for his scientific experiments, as an intellectual support. Examples of teoricismo:-"The san Gabriel angel appeared and
the ecclesiastical authorities and many theologians have endorsed the event "   "The dinosaurs became extinct by a
meteorite... I learned it in College ".  "Man descended from monkeys, Darwin explained it already and there is no doubt
of it!  "   "The master of the Congregation prophesied that the world will end in 2012.  "   "The computer is the beast of
the Apocalypse, because the pastor said!  " etc.

teoría
theory: Declaration argued about an absolute truth, based simply on suspicion, or alien evidence. Explanation of
pragmatic a set of knowledge, or issues related to the topic itself, to be shown with a scientific method through practice.
Example: music theory is an elementary explanation, that demands a pragmatic check supported in the immediate
execution of the ideal instrument, according to the scientific method. A method to learn to play a given instrument,
requires the same imminent, as teaching instruments available.



teosofía
Theosophy: opinion absolutist about the knowledge of God and its affairs, imposed on the reason and the faith of
believers, as a doctrine to the proselytes and converts.

thelema
Thelema: mantra or sacred word used as a slogan badge in some regimes, encourage subordinates to absolute
obedience. Voluntary provision of the subordinate to comply absolutely with an immediate order of the leader or military
commander: >  > Attention!... FIR!... at discretion!   >  >. Psychological freedom to take on a mission or fulfil an order
with absolute responsibility. Objective and absolute fitness of the subaltern, who does not question the superior by the
change of orders. Absolute obedience ( without discussion ).

tinieblas
Darkness: dark impression in the brain due to the absence of photons to the organ of vision. Extreme decomposition of
spectrum, reflected in the yellow eye spot, when the colours refuse in the iris. Absence of luminous images in the
especulados aspects. Ignorance. Blindness. Ecepticismo.

traductor google
Google translate: query page of the computer book in the Google Web, with an option of automatic translation, in which,
thanks to ideal technical support in cyber-navigation, you can get a more accurate instant translation between words and
idioms of two different languages. Thanks to the experience and the suitability of a few technical assistants in the
Google Web, will manage to overcome every day better difficulties and possible risks in literal translations, such as the
different meanings or senses different from many terms, according to the Prosody in each language and the apparent
orthology of the user of the site.

trailer
trailer: term of Anglo-Saxon origin, meaning segment. Trailer. Short film promoting a next work to be published.

trascensi¿n
Trascension: action and effect of transcend to the divine. Transposition to a more sublime State of consciousness.
Exaltation, mystical Ascension to heavenly places.

trashumante
Transhumant: that trashuma, who lives life continuously as in a dream. Person who transcends his psychological state,
to the dreamlike mood. He said is of the person who looks at his life with indifference, happy in their State psychological
or quiet while he rests. Person who assumes leads a tempered psychological life.

trashumar
Transhumant: adapt to a nomadic life, which sought to place more bearable. Change of situation or State to
accommodate the tranquility. Rest, sleep, meditate, reflect.

trompo
spin: artifice of wood, plastic or metal conical shape, provided with a herron in the axis of its vertex that allows you to
rotate at high speed driven to throw a rope. Conical tummy that rotate around a central axis, whisk and blend concrete
mixtures. Carousel machine.

veedor



Overseer: adviser appointed by a competent authority, to represent a community. Representative, representative,
Assistant, consultant.

viarazas
Virazas: emotional explosions that can produce instinctively escape morbid drops of fluid through the genital organ.
Jealous drops; humidity produced by flux of the belly, by cause of incontinence or a suppressed emotion.

virtual
Virtual: reflex luminous adj. impressing the minds of those who look at it, with an idea or image not actual. The mirror
image. Specular. Lunar image or light signal of the mirror. Signal of television or image audiovisual in the screen or
monitor of a computer software. Creed or false faith. Hypnotic vision in the mind of the believer or fanatical parishioner.

viticultura
Viticulture: suitability for growing vines in technical and rational way in such a way that the region can become an
emporium of that industry.

vocálico
vowel: the vowel letters and syllables that can be played back as their own language orally given.--a Vocalic expression
contains and represents a syllabic structure, i.e., involving vowels and consonants: cutucutu...! My, my, my! Consonants
expressions contain no vowels, and are concerned with irregular sounds, which can describe a skin called: zzzzzz when
sleeping, bs bs bs...! When we call the attention of the dog, and when described hiss, represented through a series of
efes ( 41 fffffff; or by means of any figure of musical note.

xoan
Xoan: term Sanskrit which means Holy sound, and philosophically identified with Saint are, like an Admirable name,
according to the book of judges 13: 1-25. Audible version of Abba in the Gn 1: 1 as the spirit of God. The verb. The
libretto is represented by a prophet that manifests itself to the world as one of the two witnesses in the Apocalypse - the
Avatara or Messiah- and whose thesis corresponds with the sign of Jonah.

xoan
Xoan: primary nature of the sound. The first innate musical note in the outside movement vital breath. Feeling aturdible
natural ear moderate and removed from the register. Relief of the absolute break, whose alteration is an infinite
sequence of levels or notes that can register in chromatic circle.

xonismo
xonismo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Xoanismo" as meaning:<br>Xoanismo: philosophical doctrine in
stating, that the art of music must be preached as a Gospel. Lucid State and disposition of mind during the dream
visions, achieved through the theoretical knowledge and the constant practice of the art of music, with an emphasis on
one or several instruments. Gospel of John the Baptist.

zarza
Bush: it maraña of spiny stems, usually mattresses stubble of BlackBerry bushes. Confusing with obvious moral disorder
social situation. Dilemma, mystery with a mystical explanation through the oneiric discernment and the full use of the
sense of enlightened faith. Strange concern about the confusion of many doubts. Recklessness. Uncertain maze during
the vigilant spirit demanded rest all ( count sheep ).



zatanisado
zatanisado is incorrectly written, and should be written as "demonized" as meaning:<br>-: Court as being perverse or
antithetical. Intently, hated. Element adverse opinion of who holds some degree in the range of Holiness, or presumed to
be holy or be deified nature. It is said is of the nature or subject sentenced to anathema or trash. REO. Person indigent
or considered disposable, nazareno, abominable, and who is the victim of public censure. Reprobate, accursed, mocked
by the public opinion and moral authority.

zoofagia
zoophagy: feature ravenous all organism that eats all class is animals, including those of their own species.
Cannibalism.

zooide
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zootecnia
Animal husbandry: chapter of the agricultural sciences, dealing with the care of animals and plants from within a
household, or natural habitats at the time of its inherent farm, in a technical and rational manner. It-, has medical
application, both in the farming industry zoology and biology marine (Zoos and nature parks ).

¿arrear
ñarrear: action and effect of producing narridos. Meow like a cat in distress. Scream like the cats when they are injured
or walked upon.

¿arreo
I ñarreo: cries cat beset by sexual anxiety or hunger; Strong domestic cat Meow.


